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FOREWORD

Jerome Lederer
Director, Manned Space Flight Safety

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

It is most important for air transportation to
improve an already good safety record. ICAO
reports that the accident rate hovers at about 3
fatal passenger accidents per million revenue
hours, over the past five years. Fatal accidents
per million stages or flights are parallel to hours
at about 3-1/2 fatal passenger accidents per mil-
lion revenue aircraft landings. The trend is
favorable. But the ten million hours flown in
scheduled air transport operations in 1967 is
expected to more than triple during the period
1970 - 1980. Instead of almost 30 fatal air trans-
port accidents per year which now occurs, there
could be about 100 if the present accident rate
continued. Furthermore, this period will witness
the introduction of new types of aircraft such as
the SST, the Jumbo Jet and V/STOL which are
likely, to create new safety problems during their
introductory period.

Therefore when asked to prepare a paper on
Safety in Air Transportation for this Congress,
I requested permission to focus on the problems
of the next decade. To do this I sought the help
of specialists in 15 pertinent fields of government
regulations, special action items, airline engi-
neering, research, air traffic control, weather,
all weather landing, reliability, training, sys-
tems, computers, the cockpit, human factors,
medical affairs, statistics. This still leaves
much to be covered such as accident investiga-
tion, crash survival and ditching, sabotage, and
exchange of accident prevention information.
Some of these are touched upon by several authors.
I have added a discussion on accident investiga-
tion and the contributions of space flight to safety.

Improvements in aviation safety materialize
slowly. The inertia is understandable if not
excusable. The paper on "Aviation Weather
Service and Requirements" by Newton Lieurance
and on "Airline Engineering" by Jack Dyment
refer to financial constraints on safety develop-
ment. But political obstructions, sociological
demands, competitive factors, the need to prove
the reliability and value of new techniques and the
time required to obtain agreement of many
interests add to the inhibiting influences. There-
fore today's safety problems will extend well into
the next decade. We can continue to expect for
instance that about 50% of the fatal accidents will
occur on the approach to a landing even though 


techniques exist to alleviate that problem. These
are indicated in Captain William Moss's paper on
"Action Items" while Mr. George Litchford urges
caution in his paper on "The All Weather Landing
Problem." Walter Tye raises the problem of
reliability of the coming gadgetry and is concerned
whether pilots will be able to retain skills which
will be used infrequently because of automation.
E. W. Pike also includes the landing problems in
his discussion of a proposed ATC system.

Consider the problem of the learning curve
which has afflicted the introduction of new types of
aircraft. Obviously the unfavorable aspects of the
learning curve can be overcome to a considerable
degree by improvement in training. The use of
in-flight multi-channel data systems to monitor
subsystem performance and to record the depar-
tures from approved operating practices before
they result in accidents should be very valuable in
reducing accident rates. These three topics are
included in U. J. Kampsen's paper on "Training"
and again by Jack Dyment on "Airline Engineering."

The great need for prompt and more effective
exchange of accident prevention information is not
covered in these presentations. The obstacles to
the exchange of information on accidents and
incidents have been thoroughly explored in papers
over a period of years. The problems and possible
solutions are well stated in an article entitled
"Safex" by Harold Caplan in the June 9, 1968, issue
of the "Aeroplane." Its significance is strongly
supported in these series of papers by Mr. Robert
Dressler's discussion of "Statistics." Some seg-
ments of industry already realize that the exchange
of information to prevent accidents is more impor-
tant than the factors which inhibit exchange of
information such as exposure to legal liability,
diminished pride, or management/employee
relations.

Some overlap exists in these presentations.
For example, Capt. Robert Buck in his paper on
"The Cockpit" agrees with Dyment on the desira-
bility of direct lift control and on the need to find a
solution to the fire problem. Dr. McFarland in his
presentation on "Human Factors" supports Jack
Dyment on the need to alleviate mental stress but
also says the tendency to error can be increased
by mental "underloading." McFarland agrees with
Dyment on the need for slower approach speeds but



expresses it differently, "Distance travelled in
relation to human response times must be kept
within known limitations." It remains for Jack
Enders in his paper on "Research for Air Safety"
to introduce a new subject: the safety aspects of
the rapidly growing "miniliner" (the so-called
third level airliner). Mr. Lieurance outlines the
special needs for weather services for the short
haul aircraft. Another new problem is mentioned
in the paper on "Medical Aspects of Commercial
Flight" (by Dr. Ludwig Lederer, Dr. Andre
Allard and Dr. Geoffrey Bennett), namely the
increased possibility of unscheduled landings for
medical reasons because of much larger passen-
ger loads.

The growth in aviation activity will place
tremendous pressures on governmental regulatory
agencies. Responsibility for the certification of
airworthiness of private aircraft in the United
States has been delegated to the manufacturers.
The paper by Mr. D. D. Thomas on "Orientation
of a Government Regulatory and Enforcement
Agency for the Decade 1970-80" implies that the
Federal Aviation Administration plans to delegate
its safety responsibility to the manufacturers and
operators of transport aircraft, but to be moni-
tored by government. Both Mr. Thomas and
Mr. Leroy Simpson ("The Digital Computer for
1970-80 Air Safety") pointed to the use of the
computer for monitoring operations. Perhaps
other governments will need to follow this
procedure.

The airline industry of the 1970-1980's will
not be able to afford the luxury of prolonged
ignorance as to the cause of an accident when
large and costly aircraft are involved more
frequently than at present. Public apprehension
must be more quickly countered than in the past.
Increased complexity of aircraft will not ease the
determination of probable causes.

The expected growth in air traffic is likely to
produce more accidents even if the rate improves.
However, the number of available government
accident investigators is not likely to increase
proportionately because of budget considerations.
This may call for a reduction in workload on acci-
dent investigators by reclassification of the types
of accidents to be investigated. Perhaps some
investigative responsibilities will be delegated to
industry or other agencies in which the public
could place its trust, but monitored by government.

Sophisticated flight recorders, crash and fire
proofed, or telemetry, can contribute enormously
to the rapid solving of the accident investigation
problem. Objections are well known, what will be
done with the vast amount of data these devices
can collect? Solutions are well known - discard
that which has no value. Successful telemetry
techniques used in the investigation of in flight
incidents in space operations will be discussed
later.

There are other ways to expedite accident
investigation. Thousands of man hours are used
in putting together fractured and scattered parts.
This time could be reduced by painting the interiors
of the aircraft frame in different colors, an old
suggestion. Even jig saw puzzles have color to
help put them together! Obstacles to performing
autopsies should be overcome. Then steps should
be taken to expedite this and other aspects of
investigation by fast and easy access to laboratory
facilities and experts. Investigative equipment
designed to be carried by aircraft should be avail-
able to go anywhere promptly. Computers and
simulators might be more extensively used for
accident investigation. Incidents which accumulate
by the hundreds or thousands over the life of an
aircraft could be programmed for use when an
accident occurred. This might preferably be done
by each manufacturer, following a universally
adopted programming code, with the support of
governments or ICAO. Theories or postulates as
to the cause of an accident, based on the collected
incidents, could then be put into a simulator for
trial.

It would be very desirable to make a time study
of accident investigation. Probably the period of
gestation following the accumulation of all the
evidence requires most of the time. In some acci-
dents it might be research work that takes the most
time. The gestation period prolonged by the
uncertainties of the evidence and combinations of
variables which led to the accident could be reduced
very greatly by sophisticated flight recorders or by
telemetry. A good example is the DC 8 fatal
training accident involving a two-engine-out
approach. The on-board sophisticated flight
recorder enabled the probable cause to be deter-
mined in a few weeks whereas without sophisticated
flight recorders the average time to arrive at a
probable cause in fatal airline accidents is 11
months in the United States.

Contribution of Space Technology to Aviation Safety

Space technology includes satellites and mis-
siles as well as spacecraft intended for scientific
missions. Current contributions of space satellites
to safety are obvious: improved weather informa-
tion, navigational fixes and reliable communica-
tions; ultimately traffic control and the location
of lost aircraft will be possible. Inertial naviga-
tion developed for space is in operation. Guidance
and control equipment recovered from the Gemini
11 spacecraft is being flight tested aboard a heli-
copter by NASA. This includes the computer which
controlled the Gemini 11 descent, the inertial
navigation system and the power supply. The
purpose of this test is to help develop the system
performance requirements for automatic landings
for future VTOL and STOL aircraft.

Development in the monitoring of the physical
condition of the astronauts will lead to very simple
unobtrusive devices not attached to the body which
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will warn the pilot of fatigue or inattention as well
as impending illness or perhaps a heart attack.

NASA research to reduce fire hazards is being
applied to aircraft. Wee TV for inspection is
another of many applications of space to aircraft.

April 4, 1968, had two engines shut down in flight;
another failed to restart; unacceptable longitudinal
vibration took place; a panel of metal measuring
about 36 square feet was lost from the lunar excur-
sion module adapter.

The new discipline of systems safety intro-
duced by the Department of Defense for the Boeing
Minute Man Missile and then adopted for the
Lockheed C-5A and now by NASA is also a con-
tribution by space technology to the state of the
safety art. General von Kann discusses this in
the paper on "A Systems Approach to Safety."

The use of rockets to improve take off is an
old technique but current rocket developments
will find their way into hypersonic aircraft of the
1980's and perhaps into attitude control of VTOLs
of the 1970's.

The research being conducted to provide
better product integrity of spacecraft by manage-
ment techniques, manufacturing methods, and
new inspection procedures should benefit not only
aviation safety but all of industry.

Space offers other opportunities to air
transportation. The association of high vacuum
with zero gravity could be used to manufacture
materials that would be impossible on earth.
For example foamed steel may be made which has
one tenth the weight of the usual steel of equal
strength. The uniform dispersion of gas to create
the foam is made possible by a zero gravity
vacuum environment. Variable density turbine
blades may also be feasible. Very accurate
spheres for ball bearings with hollow interior to
reduce weight are possible. Material in a liquid
state forms a perfect sphere in zero g environ-
ment; gas would be injected to form the hollow
interior.

The extensive use of telemetry and the asso-
ciated world wide network of tracking stations
offer a tremendous potential for monitoring the
operational performance of high speed long range
aircraft. In the event of an accident it will pro-
vide data to determine rapidly the probable causes.
As I mentioned before, telemetered data could be
limited to that which exceeds "red line" values
and to other anomalies. The economic advantage
of shortening the accident investigation, reducing
guesswork and expensive accident research to
effect a fix can be enormous. The costs of
telemetry must be balanced against the enormous
costs incurred when an airplane model has to be
grounded or its performance curtailed pending
determination of the cause of an accident.

NASA techniques for the investigation of
anomalies and structural failures that have
occurred in space operations should be of value
in air transportation. The flight of Apollo 6 of

The engine failures were caused by the total
rupture of a flexible propellent connection and the
partial failure of another. An oversight in the
installation and testing of a section of electrical
wiring caused one of the engines to shut down. The
loss of the metal panel resulted from a unique
combination of vertical and longitudinal oscillation.

This occurred hundreds of miles in space. The
parts were never seen or examined again. Yet the
reasons for their failures were determined,
verified and fixes tested within eight weeks. The
basic data was obtained by telemetry from tempera-
ture probes and accelerometers. The techniques
used for this analysis will be published by NASA.
Hopefully they will arouse interest to accelerate
the determination of causes of large air transport
accidents of the future.

Even with these anomalies the vehicle went
into an orbit for which there was a contingency
plan of operation. The astronauts, had they been
on board, could have completed the mission safely.
This is a remarkable confirmation of the nature of
the engineering effort for space operations that can
be useful to aviation.

It has been my privilege to observe the safety
of air transportation improve over 500 fold in
forty years, as measured by the pilot fatality
record. Many suggestions for further improve-
ments are described in these papers. Industry
hopefully will find ways to accelerate implementa-
tion before public sentiment compels it to do so.
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ORIENTATION OF A GOVERNMENT REGULATORY AND
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY FOR THE DECADE 1970-80

D. D. Thomas
Deputy Administrator

Federal Aviation Administration
Washington, D. C.

In a truly democratic society, the precise
orientation of its governmental regulatory and
enforcement functions as related to a particular
industry, is extremely difficult to predict for
more than a few years into the future. Such a
projection is dependent on many political, social,
and economic influences which are not directly
associated with that industry and which are
themselves virtually impossible to accurately
foresee. Therefore, it generally is safer to
place greater reliance on the historical rather
than the anticipated climate of public interest
and support.

Historically, public acceptance and support
of air transportation in the United States has been
an evolutionary process with a relatively
stronger affirmative pattern in recent years.
There is no reason to believe this pattern will
change appreciably in the next decade.

In the past decade, the U. S. aviation
industry has matured much faster than during
the decade immediately following World War II.
A by-product of this maturity has been the
industry's increasing desire to take over or
participate in many of the regulatory and policy
making functions, which, historically, have been
discharged by the government. Because the
future development of aviation will increasingly
be a joint effort of the government and the more
mature industry, the private sector will have a
greater voice in shaping its own destiny. The
government will make every effort to provide
industry with greater opportunities in these
areas.

In the next decade, for example, it is quite
likely that private industry will take over
increasingly more of the actual testing of airmen
for licensing, even though the issuance of
licenses will continue to be the sole responsibility
of the government. Similarily, industry must
assume constantly greater responsibilities in the
aircraft certification process under delegation of
authority from the government. There will be a
corresponding decrease in the amount of
government effort devoted to surveillance and
inspection of the aviation transport business.
For example, the government's role in this area
will be a "sampling" and "special case" type of
surveillance and inspection through the use of a
sophisticated flight and maintenance recorder
system.

Conversely, the functions of airspace
regulation and control cannot be readily dele-
gated to private enterprise since they deal with
a national resource -- the airspace. Therefore,
the government's role in these areas will expand
as a result of the need for much tighter regulation
and regimentation of the airspace to maintain a
high level of safety for air travelers. Also, as
a result of a forty percent growth in the size of
the airline fleet, a seventy percent increase in
the size of the general aviation fleet, and a
tripling in the number of flights controlled by
the air traffic control system, a much larger
and more technically sophisticated government-
operated national airspace system will be needed.
Greater size, speed and density of planes using
the airspace will require lowering of positive
control airspace - in some areas down to the
surface - to eliminate "unknowns" in highly
congested airspace; use of the "see-and-be-
seen" type of collision avoidance will no longer
be prudent.

Tighter control of the airspace will lead
toward more disciplined pilot procedures and
airplane performance just as today's standards
are more exacting than those in existence ten
years ago. Flight tests and written examin-
ations will be more comprehensive and more
systems oriented, airplane equipment standards
will also be more systems oriented, cockpits
will have more sophisticated equipment -
especially for operation in the higher density
traffic areas.

Much closer surveillance of the operating
performance and maintenance of the airline
fleet will be accomplished by the use of multi-
channeled maintenance flight recorders and
highly sophisticated central computer instal-
lations on the ground. These systems, which
undoubtedly will be operated either by
individual operators or by some other form of
non-government enterprise will permit sub-
stantial reductions in the amount of time that
aircraft equipped with the recorders are out of
service for routine maintenance inspections and
for repair. It also will permit the government
to discharge its surveillance functions with
greater effectiveness. The use of new flight
recorders with more than one hundred channels
of information will also sharply reduce the need
for in-flight cockpit surveillance, since both
the aircraft owner and the government will have
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access to recordings of individual crew per-
formance in penetrating detail.

The demand for more and better training
will prompt an increasing number of private
educational institutions to establish a wide range
of aeronautical courses to fulfill the needs of
virtually every phase of aviation activity.
Initially, the government will play an active role
of encouraging and promoting such training by
private institutions. Before the end of the next
decade, private enterprise will have asserted a
much more predominant role and the govern-
ment's role will be one of surveillance on a
modest level to assure adequacy of the
instruction which, in most cases, will satisfy
knowledge prerequisites for airmen licenses.

In the area of airport safety, government
and airport operators will devote an increasing
amount of effort to developing national design
and operating standards for all public airports.
Fire and crash rescue equipment and training
of ground crews will be emphasized and im-
proved.

In spite of airport improvements, however,
the major safety emphasis insofar as crashes
are concerned, will continue to be directed
toward improving aircraft crashworthiness and
fuel containment. The plain fact of the matter
is, in more than ninety percent of the airport
crashes the airport ground environment and
crash equipment have virtually nothing to do
with the severity of the accident. In other words,
the greatest improvements that can be made in
the passenger's chances for survival in airport
crashes are in the area of improving the crash-
worthiness of the machine itself.

Historically, a major role of the U.S.
Government has been in encouraging and pro-
moting the development of the aviation industry.
Now, with the industry reaching maturity, there
is a diminishing need for the government to
play an active role in this area. As the
government gradually sheds this responsibility,
the taxpayer will be relieved of the burden of
subsidizing various parts of the industry. Users
of the nation's airspace must assume the full
cost of the civilian portion of the National
Airspace System. This, again, will tend to
promote even greater cooperation and team
work within the aviation community, since,
collectively, it will be the major "stockholder"
in the system.

In summary, the complexion of the U.S.
Government's regulatory and enforcement
functions will change considerably during the
decade 1970-80. In almost every area where
private enterprise is competent and capable,
it will assume greater responsibility. In areas

where responsibility cannot be delegated to
individual parties or to a consortium of aviation
interests, the government's role will expand
to keep pace with the industry's growth. This,
of course, is a classic example of the traditional
cycle in the development of a major U. S.
industry under a free enterprise, democratic
system of government.
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ACTION ITEMS FOR 1970-1980 AIRLINE SAFETY

Captain William W. Moss
Pan American World Airways, Inc.

Jamaica, New York

In his exhaustive paper on the Tech-
nical Aspects of IATA in the 1970's,
J. T. Dyment said: "It can be forecast
with confidence that air transportation
will, within ten years, become twice as
safe as today and it will have no rivals
in transportation safety."

At first glance, this appears to be
a big jump but when it is realized that
this calls for less than a 10% increase
in safety each year it would appear to
be an attainable goal. It is, neverthe-
less, an ambitious one when the aircraft
that are being introduced in this time
period and the forecast rate of growth
of airline transportation are considered.
At this time we can already identify the
8-737, B-747, DC-10, L-1011, Concorde,
and 8-2707 as "Third and Fourth Genera-
tion Jets" and there are sure to be many
more other new types by the end of the
1970's. Forecasts of traffic indicate
that in the late 1970's, passenger miles
will be 21/2to 3 times larger than today
while cargo ton miles will be 8 to 10
times greater.

The question then is: "In the face
of new aircraft introductions and a
rapid traffic growth, what specific
items are necessary to achieve the pre-
dicted safety record improvement?"

In order to answer this, the identi-
fication of accident causes is vital.
An analysis of all worldwide fatal jet
aircraft accidents has been made yearly
for the Flight Safety Foundation and it
is mostly from these papers, "Special
Aspects of Jet Statistics", (1) that the
following facts are presented. These
are based on more than 22 million hours
of jet transport operation.

Distribution of fatal accidents:

Takeoff 18%
Climb 15%
Cruise 10%
Landing 57%

Night approaches and landings are
3 to 4 times more hazardous than day
approaches and landings.

Training accidents account for 19%
of the total but only 3% of flying hours.

A very disproportionate amount of
accidents take place where navigation and
traffic control facilities are poor.

A disproportionate number of land-
ing accidents occur where no glide path
information -- visual or electronic -- is
available.

A definite learning curve is evi-
dent following the introduction of new
aircraft.

When a pilot is qualified on an
aircraft, the first three hundred hours
of command time appears to be a critical
period. Accident exposure per hour is
approximately 15 times greater than the
average for the remainder of his flying
time.

A type of accident becomes prev-
alent and then disappears virtually
overnight in response to educational, pro-
cedural, or aircraft modification efforts.

In reviewing the above, it is clear
that the most effective area for action
is the approach and landing, followed by
training. Intertwined with these is the
question of the accident exposure rate
of the low time pilot. Finally, there
are the other phases of flight where many
actions can be taken which will improve
the safety record, but to a smaller ex-
tent.

To this observer, the following will
be necessary to achieve a safety record
twice as good as today's:

Glide path guidance -- visual or
electronic -- for all runways -- day and
night.

Some form of descent guidance
covering the portion of flight from top
of descent to the final approach.

Terrain clearance indicators to
supplement barometric altimeters.
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Automatic approach and landing
equipment with associated monitoring
instrumentation.

Improved cockpit presentation of
approach and navigation charts, espe-
cially with reference to readability at
night.

Simulators with adequate visual
attachments to provide realistic train-
ing in all phases of flight. The object-
ive is to give better training and do all
of it in simulators.

More comprehensive pilot line
qualification on new equipment coupled
with more intensive supervision there-
after, especially during the initial
critical period. In this connection,
the use of multi-parameter flight re-
corders with programmed computer
surveillance of operating techniques
appears to be the most promising way of
accomplishing this function.

Better braking coefficients on
wet or slippery runways whether by run-
way surface preparation or by better
brakes, tires and landing gear design.

Reappraisal of the runway length
requirements for the takeoff accelerate/
stop case. Over half the takeoff acci-
dents have involved aborted takeoffs.

Collision avoidance system. Not
only must there be a system which will
prevent collision between two airliners
but there must also be found a way to
prevent collision between airline air-
craft and private or business aircraft.
The collision hazard is growing rapidly.

A better understanding of and
preparation for the new or changed char-
acteristics or problems of new aircraft
types. Every aircraft seems to bring
some new problems when first introduced.
These need to be promptly identified and
expeditiously handled either through
redesign or by modification of operation-
al procedures. It is, of course, pre-
ferable that all of this should be done
before entering service and it is here
that advance analysis can produce big
dividends by starting the aircraft's
safety record high up on the learning
curve.

In addition to these new items,
there must be a continual refinement


of procedures and organization through-
out the industry by:

Airline operators
Aircraft manufacturers
Airport authorities
Air Traffic Control authorities
Regulatory authorities

in order to produce the small but con-
tinuous gains which in the end contribute
so much to the safe and efficient opera-
tion of airlines. With the coming of
second generation personnel in these
organizations, more modern management
techniques, and the unlimited promises
of computer technology, perhaps these
gains may be considerably speeded up.

Before the period being considered
here is over, new problems will arise
and new solutions will present themselves.
However, based on past experience the
above actions, in addition to the con-
tinuing meticulous attention to the myr-
iad details which has produced today's
safety record, should provide the initial
and continuing impetus toward the achieve-
ment of the objective of doubling the
safety of air transportation in less than
ten years.

Reference:

(1) "Special Aspects of Jet Statistics",
1963, 4, 5, 6, 7 - William W. Moss
Flight Safety Foundation
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AIRLINE ENGINEERING ASPECTS
OF SAFETY*

J. T. Dyment
Chief Engineer, Air Canada

Customers need not buy air transportation
unless they want to; that is, unless they feel that
the risk involved with the current state-of-the-art
is acceptable in view of time and money saved in
travelling by air.

But aviation is a business with risks. If
there is an emergency, one can't just slow to a
stop. One of the main risks is its high speed of
impact. High speeds also reduce the time avail-
able for making decisions and reacting. The air-
plane is frequently matched against the elements
of nature. An airplane can also be the most
unforgiving of all vehicles if mishandled.

However, if all the developments that could
be adapted to make flying safer were included in
the present state-of-the-art of airplane design,
the payload would probably be insufficient to pay
for its operation.

An airline cannot be expected to stay in
business indefinitely if it is losing money, so it
must assess all the known ways of improving
safety and implement them on a priority basis,
based on very many factors.

Designers and operators are thus continually
compromising in their endeavors to obtain the
maximum degree of safety that is practical while
still providing adequate performance to permit a
profitable operation.

The passenger is not interested in how safe
statistics show air-transportation as a whole to
be. He is only interested in his intrinsic chances
of reaching his destination safely.

It has been estimated that in the next 5 years
there will be 70 fatal accidents on scheduled
services during the approach and landing phase,
40 to 50 accidents will occur from hitting hills or
mountains and there will be 12 mid-air collisions-
not a very happy thought especially when this is
extended to the increased traffic of the 1970's.
It is not necessary if quick implementation is
made of a number of developments available
today, at a price.

The speed of approach has been increasing
slowly but steadily from the beginning of aviation.
Now it is double what it was twenty years ago.
Speed itself does not cause accidents because of
improved instrumentation and braking character-
istics of the airplane, but it is the short time
available for the pilot to recognize a situation, 


decide what to do, do it, then wait for the aircraft
to respond, that causes the trouble. A tremen-
dous improvement in safety could be achieved if
airplanes could be designed to approach at 40 mph
instead of 140 mph.

Boundary Layer Control utilizing an air pump
in the form of current turbo-fan engines has not
been used yet to achieve low approach speeds,
but it should have great potentialities. B.L.C.
could also permit steeper take-offs and approach
angles and thus increase the clearance between
the airplane and obstacles near the airports.

A pilot should also be able to see what is
ahead of him as clearly under zero visibility
conditions as on a clear day by a heads-up display
on his windshield or the equivalent. By some
improved combination of radar, infrared, tele-
vision presentation, etc., he should be able to
look ahead through his windshield and see through
fog and clouds as if they did not exist. Pending
the evaluation of a 100% reliable T.V. presentation
of what is ahead, considerable improvement is
still required in ordinary visibility through the
windshield during conditions of heavy rain, icing,
glare, etc. Also every runway should be equipped
with a visual glide path indicator. They only cost
about $400 each.

Inadequacies in current airplanes induce
pilots to make "errors." Some airlines are still
using the three pointer altimeters which have been
misread periodically and have caused accidents
throughout 40 years of air transportation. There
are many indicators available today that would be
most difficult to misinterpret.

For 40 years airplanes have also been letting
down into hills or striking mountains a few feet
from the top because the pilot was in a different
point in space than he thought he was. There have
become available in the last few years instrument
systems that will let the pilot know exactly where
he is in relation to the terrain below, that is, his
geographical location and height above the ground.
This equipment is past the experimental stage but
it is still expensive.

The outputs of a typical system are: bearing,
distance /time, vertical profile, latitude /longitude,
flight level, tie-in with auto pilot, and pictorial
display. This information is provided from one
or more inputs such as VOR/DMET, Decca/
Dectra/Loran C, TAS/ALT (KIFIS), Doppler,
Inertial, Polar Path Compass, etc. No mental
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gymnastics are required for the pilot to see by a
glance at the pen trace on the map where he is
flying in relation to the terrain below and how far
he is above it. Such equipment should be con-
sidered essential for all future air transports, and
I believe it would pay to retrofit existing big jets
with such a system.

Instruments must be devised to enable a
pilot to avoid severe turbulence, expecially clear
air, and then tell him what to do when he does
encounter turbulent conditions, whether clear-air
or not, instead of the kind of contradictory infor-
mation that is presented to him today. For exam-
ple, a down-draft from the upper rear direction
will cause an airplane to pitch-up. The attitude
indicator and air-speed indication tell the pilot to
push on his controls but the altimeter, vertical
speed indicator and his own feeling of accelera-
tion, will tell him to pull back on the control
column. Such ambiguity must be eliminated by
instrumentation so that a pilot will have confidence
in ignoring his own notoriously bad "feel indication"
and rely with confidence on a consistent group of
instruments.

A system is also required to prevent mid-air
collisions by indicating to the pilot the evasive
action that should be taken or, if desired, by
feeding this information into the automatic pilot
system. At the present time the only device that
appears practical in this area is the Macdonnell
EROS System in which both airplane on a collision
course must be so equipped. The cost per airplane
makes it unlikely that many general aviation owners
can afford it. Airlines cannot afford not to install
such equipment, or its equivalent, as soon as its
reliability is established. The industry must take
every step to prevent the possibility of two jumbos
colliding.

The major airlines try to keep their pilots
abreast of the characteristics of their airplanes
but the airlines do not always receive adequate
information from the manufacturers on the charac-
teristics of new airplanes when flying in other than
normal conditions. A number of jets were lost
because of the difference between their flying
characteristics and the previous propellor driven
airplanes. Needed information was established by
the manufacturers after the accidents occurred.
This is partly the fault of the airlines because the
manufacturers are continually pressed for early
deliveries and so are unable to do much more
flight testing before delivery than that required to
obtain the Type Certificate. A more comprehen-
sive flight test programme is required before a
new type should be permitted to go into service.

The practical way of achieving this is by
government regulation to make the additional
testing mandatory.

All airlines must ensure that their pilots are
kept abreast of latest theories in meteorology.
Airplanes have been lost in recent years pene-
trating line squalls and being torn apart by wind
shears.

Airplane control characteristics have caused
many fatal accidents, particularly due to under-
shoots with jets. The characteristics of an air-
plane should be such that the airplane will respond
immediately to the action of the pilot to flatten its
approach angle rather than for it to continue to
sink for a bit before responding.

Airplanes should also have full lateral control
at all times even in a stall under icing conditions
or from a turn, and they should be quickly recov-
erable with no violent pitching action or tendency
to remain in a stable stall situation. This control
at low speeds has been achieved in the past so
should be a target to achieve again with the present
more sophisticated high speed designs.

There are few occupations in which one must
adhere so rigidly to instructions as in flying.
Because of the infinite number of variables and
circumstances that can be encountered in the
profession, errors in judgment are bound to occur.
The airline must strive to ensure that its operating
procedures are such as to reduce the human ele-
ment to a rock-bottom minimum. Someone has
suggested a Disciplinary Code in which there
would be no penalty for an error in judgment but
severe disciplinary action for negligence. For
instance, if a pilot lands an airplane successfully
under clearly below-minimum conditions, he would
be fired. If an error of judgment is involved, it
must be established, however, why the error
could have been made and action taken by the air-
line to prevent a recurrence.

Because people can gradually dri ft from
approved procedures, the installation of a flight
recorder in airplanes of the future will enable
supervisory personnel to determine if a pilot is
acquiring unacceptable habits of flying and bring
them to his attention. It would also reduce by
the record of his individual performance the need
for a check or refresher course. A comprehen-

sive flight recorder would also provide informa-
tion of inestimable value in establishing the
condition of the airplane's equipment and thus
forestall trouble that might lead to an accident.

A most important requirement is the reduction
of mental stress in the pilot and thereby enhance
safety. This can be accomplished by simplifying
the entire job of the pilot rather than through the
multiplicity of instruments and/or people.

Crew complement will probably remain
debatable but the cockpit and its controls must be
designed with sufficient simplicity that the air-
plane can be flown by one person whether he is in
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the left hand or the right hand seat. The person
in charge of flying must have the ability in an
emergency to make the decisions on the desired
action and to take the action himself. It is essen-
tial for the cockpit to be designed to make the
combined action of two human beings unnecessary
under hazardous circumstances.

This can be done by suitable cockpit design
and it has been done successfully in all but one of
Air Canada's 4-engined airplanes.

If a pilot could see ahead under any weather
conditions and approach at really low speed he
would not need automatic approach equipment.
This situation is not likely to exist for many years.
Efforts must continue towards achieving the every
day use of automatic approach and landing. The
importance of achieving FAA CAT.III in automatic
approach and landing cannot be over estimated.
Although the economic gains will be considerable,
the increase in safety will be very considerable.
It will eliminate that most dangerous area today
when a pilot is in the transition period between
relying fully on his instruments and relying fully
on the airport visual aids.

A major problem of course is in obtaining
the implementation of the necessary ground aids.

It is a most difficult task because of lack of
appreciation of the benefits that would result and
consequent unwillingness to appropriate funds.

Everything practicable must be done to reduce
the fire hazard in air transportation. The chief
problem is to prevent fuel being sprayed about
when a tank is ruptured, because all fuels are
readily ignited under such conditions.

Current prospects for reducing this hazard
could be through the use of emulsified or gelled
fuel, or by filling the tanks with a sponge-like
plastic that does not involve much of a penalty to
tank capacity. These possibilities have not quite
reached a practical stage for airline use but might
within a few years.

A useful device is the explosion detection and
suppression system used by TWA. Another means
of preventing an explosion under particular condi-
tions is through the widespread use of an anti-
static additive in fuel. Many airlines have already
been using fuel with an anti-static additive for
years, with no filter problems.

There is no doubt that kerosene is safer than
JP-4 under certain accident conditions but, con-
versely, JP-4 could be preferable in other
circumstances. It will be recalled that the U.S.
Government appointed an independent body of
experts to assess the situation and their conclu-
sion was that neither fuel had a distinct advantage
over the other from an overall safety standpoint.

It is believed essential for all large airplanes
of the future to be equipped with a weight and
balance indicator as a check against mistakes in
loading. Through the use of such an indicator, the
airplane could also be more easily loaded to achieve
the optimum balance and, hence, fly with minimum
drag and fuel consumption.

Hydroplaning is still causing accidents. More
work is required in establishing the best combina-
tion of tire tread and runway grooving to reduce
the likelihood of hydroplaning.

Studies should continue to find the cheapest
method for eliminating ice. There is a need for
a non-corrosive chemical that will remain effec-
tive when deicing runways through a wider tempera-
ture range than the currently used UREA, which
later is not effective below 15 degrees Fahrenheit.

In conclusion, success or failure in achieving
higher standard of safety will depend on many
people--the pilot, maintenance man, designer, air
traffic controller, meteorologist, etc., but above
all, it will depend upon airline management.

It is only management that can instill in every-
one the enthusiasm for doing his job conscien-
tiously and efficiently; it is only management that
can establish how much responsibility the airlines
should take on themselves in adopting new ideas
for improving safety. For instance, it should not
have been necessary for the FAA to establish
regulations in order to ensure that all transports
can be evacuated in 1-1/2 minutes or to prevent
cabin materials being used that create heavy smoke
or toxic gasses when they burn. These are self-
evident and should have been adopted by the air
transport industry without waiting for regulations
for their implementation. Notwithstanding certain
inadequacies on the part of the industry, it should
be emphasized that the airlines devote literally
millions of dollars worth of time, effort and equip-
ment to continually improve the safety of air
travel.

*Condensed from a more extensive presentation.
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RESEARCHFOR AIR SAFETY IN THE
1970-1980DECADE

John H. Enders
AeronauticalVehiclesDivision

NASA Headquarters
Washington,D.C.

I. Introduction

A substantialexpansionof aero-
nauticalactivitywill occur in the next
decade. Larger jet aircraft,small
"miniliners,"and improvedV/STOLaircraft
will be requiredto transportmore people
and cargo to more places more frequently
than ever before.

All this augursfavorablyfor gen-
erationof jobs, expandedbusiness,and
generalprosperity. The bleak side of
the picture,however,is the realitythat
accidentsoccur, with loss of life.
Researchfor air safetyin the next decade
is thereforeof prime importance.A.M.
Lester'spredictionsof passenger
fatalitiesin ICAO world scheduledair
service in the 1970-1980decadeaverage
about 1100 per year, with an additional
400 fatalitiesper year in nonscheduled
operations. The actualfigures,as Lester
points out, are sensitiveto the increas-
ing capacityof the new largerjet air-
craft,wherein one accidentevent would
involverelativelylarge numbersof
people. A singleaccidentwith a large
airplanecould thus skew the statistics
substantially.

II. The Nature of SafetyResearch


The basic task of SafetyResearchis
not directedat statistics,however,but
toward the reductionof injuriesand
fatalities. Safety Researchtraditionally
operateswith a doubleobjective:

To prevent the accidentand

To maximizeoccupantsurviva-
bility in case of an unforeseen
accident.

This objectiveis generallysoughtby
basic research;by disciplinaryresearch
in the fields of Aerodynamics,Structures,
Propulsion,Flight Dynamics,Biotechnology,
and Avionics;and by directedresearchon
specificproblems. Risks are therefore
reducedby incorporationof engineering
improvementsto increaseflightefficiency
and reliability,as well as by solving
specifichazardsproblemsand implementing
the solution. Much of the safetyresearch
effort called for in the comingdecade
will be simply a continuationor an exten-
sion of existingeffortsas new aircraft
designsevolve. As the aircraft's

operationalenvelopeexpands,continuing
researchis necessaryeitherto verify
that old solutionsfound for "traditional"
safetyproblemsstillapply or to modify
old solutionsso that they are compatible
with newer problems. Probablythe most
difficulttask facingthe safetyre-
searcherand the researchplanner,however,
is the identificationor anticipationof
new problemareas occasionedby the
introductionof new materials,new fuels,
new operationaltechniques,and so on.
Too often, theseproblemsare tragically
"identified"by an accidentbecausesome
facet of riak had eitherbeen overlooked
or given insufficientattention.

An editorialappearingin Interavia
not long ago views the problemquite
succinctly: "Whena passengerelectsto
travel by air he acceptsthe fact that the
operator is licensedfor the route,the
aircrafthas a certificateof airworthi-
ness, and that the air trafficservices
are manned by qualifiedand licensed
personnel,as guaranteesthat he will not
be placed in hazard. It would be a seri-
ous matter if he ever loses this confidence
and begins to questionwhetherthere is
any loweringof standards." The Safety
Researcherplays a key backgroundrole in
providingdata upon which realisticand
rationalstandardscan be based.

III. OperationalSafety Problems 
and RelatedResearchNeeds 

for the 1970's


The currentgenerationof jet trans-
ports will continueto be the "backbone"
of the world air transportsystem,but
will be augmentedin the comingdecadeby
new types of aircraftand operations
mentionedpreviously. While it is impossi-
ble to present in the space of this paper
an exhaustivediscussionof aviationsafety
problems facing the researcher,it may be
instructiveto outlineseveralrepresenta-
tive problems in the contextsof aircraft
speciesand environment.

A valid questioncan be raised
throughoutthe discussion: Are the prob-
lems solvableby employingcurrenttech-
nology,or is new researchdata needed?
There is no straightyes or no answer,
since very often the true nature of the
problem remainshiddenuntil uncoveredor
determinedby research,while the "fix"
can be providedby currenttechnology.
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Carefulstudies of a new or an enlarging
operationcan determinewhere technology
gaps lie and researchcan be applied.

The "miniliner"or so-calledthird-
level airlines,while not representinga
new technology,neverthelessconstitutes
an employmentof existinglightairplane
designpractice in a new environment. It
is true that air taxi and charterservices
are nearly as old as aviationitself,but
these aircraftwill be calledupon to
provide short haul feeder serviceto an
extent never realizedbefore. Yet these
aircraft,with their solid-statemicro-
electroniccircuits,compositematerial
structuralelements,and iceload-sensitive
high performanceairfoils,will operate in
great numberson regularschedulesover
short stage lengthsat low altitudes,
where they will be exposedto the environ-
mental hazards of hail, ice, low altitude
turbulence,and lightningstrikes. It
seems that many of the problemswhich were
minimizedby achievingthe higheropera-
tional altitudesof today'sjets,are
facing us again, with an increasednumber
of aircraftinvolved.

As a case in point, a recentNASA
operationalflight loads (VG-VGH)survey of
a representativesample of generalaviation
aircraftrevealedthat presentpiston-
powered light twin aircraftinvolvedin
typicalpassengercarryingoperationsare
flown in rough air between38 and 45 per-
cent of their entire flighttime. By
comparison,the large commercialjet
transportsaverage between3 and 12 percent
of their total flight time in rough air.
Typicalpersonal owner aircraftmay
accumulate100 to 500 flighthours per year,
while the same technologywill produce
identicaland "stretched"versionsof
these same aircrafttypes for an operation
anticipatedto utilize them for 2000-2500
flight hours per year. This intensityof
utilization,coupledwith the large
exposureto rough air raises some inter-
esting questionsregardingstructural
fatigue researchneeds and currentdesign
criteria.

The minilinerwill share the low-
visibilitylandingproblemwith their big
brothers,without the luxuryof payload
margin to carry extensiveamountsof
avionic equipmentfor navigationand
landingaids. This smallerweightallow-
ance for avionicswill, of course,spur
the employmentof microcircuitryand solid-
state devices. An interestingquestion is
posed: What is the effect of a lightning
strike to the airplaneon these micro-
circuits? What are the magnitudesof
inducedelectricalsurges'whichmust be
protectedagainst? Additionally,little
is known of the behaviorof newer composite
materialswhen subjectedto a strike.
Radomeshave been affordedeffectivepro-
tectionby incorporatingconductivetapes
or strips in the nonmetallicsurface,but
the extensionof this method to protect

more criticalstructures,e.g., wing tips,
leadingedges, etc., needs carefulexam-
ination.

Engineeringinformationon airframe
icing is extensive. Yet today, we witness
icing problemswith turbineengine inlets
and piston engine inductionsystemswhere
no systematicengineeringanalysishas
predicteda means of avoidancein the
design stage of development. Small diam-
eter engine inlet ReynoldsNumbers are
much more sensitiveto typical ice
formationsthan are large engines,and the
heat sink providedby "slugs"of wet snow
or slushy ice ingestedby the small engines
taxes their abilityto avoid severe
surging or flameout. In addition,the
damage to small diamet'erengine compressor
blades from ingestedice broken loose from
inlet screenshas been substantial. Here
is an area where currenttechnologycan
probablyprovidean effectivesolutiononce
research investigationsdeterminethe
boundaryvalues of the problem.

This overallthird-levelairline
operationshould constitutea fertile field
for researchersto plow, in order to pro-
vide the manufacturersand operatorswith
the data they need to assure,to the
greatestextentpossible,avoidanceof
potentiallycalamitousproblems. Here is
an opportunityto provide solutionsfor
problems with which some familiarityhas
already been gained on a relativelysmall
scale and for comparativelymodest sums.

The "JumboJet" aircraftwill employ
new technologyelements. The sheer size
of this aircrafttype will create
extensionsof the older and existingprob-
lems for the safetyresearcher. Fuel and
hydrauliclines will be larger and longer,
offeringgreater vulnerabilityto damage.
Fuel tanks of greatervolumewill be
located near and under the passengercom-
partment indicatingan urgent need for
fuel containmentin case of a crash
landing.

In flight, the large radius leading
edge of the wing may offer new problems
from the hazards of bird impactand ice
accretion. The threatof birds is not to
be taken lightly,since such impacts
would tend to puncturethe skin, rather
than be deflected. Unlessprotectionis
provided, the electricaland fluid lines
normally found immediatelybehind the
leading edge surfacecould be damaged,
possibly resultingin serioussystem fail-
ures. There is littledata in existence
regardingthe icing characteristicsof
large radius airfoils. The large area of
near-normalsurfacepresentedby the large
radius leading edge may prove to be an
efficientice collector,with consequent
large power requirementsfor deicingor
anti-icing. Researchis needed to provide
a rationalmeans of dealingwith ice
accretionhere. Large helicopterblade
ice formation,prevention,and removal
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is incompletelyunderstood,and researchis
needed both in hover and forwardflight
modes.

Clear Air Turbulence: Continued
effort in the searchfor means of reliably
predictingclear air turbulenceencounters
is needed.

The supersonictransportwill cruise
at altitudesand speedswhere aerodynamic
heating imposesnew problemson the systems
designer. Quests for suitableonboard
sinks for the airframe-and cabin-generated
heat involvethe fuel supply. Raisingthe
bulk fuel temperaturereducesthe ignition-
delay time of the fuel, and providesa
favorableenvironmentfor the formationof
cool flames. While cool flamesare some-
what benign and self-extinguishingunder
normal circumstances,the possiblemodes
of transitionfrom cool flameto normal
burninghave not been fullyestablished,
and data of this kind wouldbe of high
importanceto the aircraftfuel systems
designer. Fuel tank atmosphereinerting
systemsconceptsneed to be exploredmore
fully. Other neededresearchincludesthe
determinationof the effectof fuel bulk
temperatureon autoignitiontemperature,
componentisolationtechniquesto minimize
autoignition,and techniquesand methods
of packagingand deployingextinguishants
in the SST environment.

The increasinguse of high temperature
alloys and compositescouldpose a problem
if the effectsof lightningstrikesto
them are not understood. RecentNASA-
sponsoredtests of simulatedlightning
strikesto stainlesssteel and titanium
alloy sheets show a tendencyfor some
spallingof hot fragmentsfrom the oppo-
site side of the surfacereceivingthe
strike. In addition,the low electrical
and thermalconductivitiesof these
alloys allow a longerpersistenceof a
hotter hot spot followinga strike.
Couplingthis behaviorwith a titaniumor
stainlesssteel surface"wet wing" of an
SST (with its high bulk fuel temperatures
and the consequentshorterignitiondelay
time of the hot fuel) clearlyoutlines
the necessityfor researchon methodsof
employingthese alloys in such a manner
as to avoid a potentialhazard. The
frictionsparkingcharacteristicsof these
alloys,comparedwith the docilebehavior
of aluminum,also calls for research
directedat the suppressionof friction
sparks in a potentialgear-uplanding
situation.

While the foregoingdiscussiondeals
primarilywith identifyingmission-oriented
researchneeds,there are numerousproblems
ahead which apply to all typesof aircraft.
The followinglisting,while not exhaus-
tive, is representative:

Bird ImpactHazards: While primarily
an ecologicalproblemcloselyrelatedto
the nationalpollutionsituation,the
need for aircraftprotectivedevices,such
as stronger,bird-proofwindshields,and
engine inlet guards for smallengines
prevails.

CollisionHazard Warning: Current
technologyappearsto offer no practicable
passive means of warninga pilot of an
impendingmid-aircollisionwith other
aircraft. As the numbersof aircraft
increaseover the next decade,a reliable,
non-cooperative,pilot warningdevicewill
be needed,and researchmust be employed
to provide the technologyfor such a
system.

Low VisibilityLanding: Continuing
researchis neededon the two approaches
currentlybeing followed...modifyingfogs
to improvevisibility,and improving
aircraftterminalguidanceto permit safe
landingsin poor visibilitysituations.
Related to this is the need for an
effectivemeans of measuringslant range
visibilityalong the landingapproach
path.

Ice Bond Strength: New materials
have appearedon the engineeringscene
within the past few years which offer the
possibilityof smootheraerodynamic
surfaces. The effectsof reducedsurface
roughnesson ice bond strengthshouldbe
re-evaluatedin the light of possible
reducedenergy requirementsfor ice
formationpreventionor removal.

ExplosionResistantStructures: Cases
of sabotage,bombing,and bomb threats
involvingpassenger-carryingaircraft
have spurredthe developmentof explosives
detectingdevices. These devicesshould
do much to preventa bomb-typeaccident.
Research shouldbe directedtoward
evolvingdesignprinciplesto minimizethe
effects of an explosionaboardan aircraft
in flight,especiallyto insurethe
preservationof aerodynamicand control
integrityto guaranteesurvivalof the
airplane in such a situation.

Crashworthiness,Fire Protection,and
OccupantSurvival: Probablythe major
thrust of currentSafetyResearchis in
this area; however,there is no indication
that the need for continuedefforthere
will diminishin the next decade. We have
seen improvementsin impactsurvival,due
in part to improvedretentionof seat
and passengerto the airframe,and to the
larger mass and structuralintegrityof
the airframe. Those who survivethe
impact must promptlyevacuatethe air-
plane, or they may quicklysuccumbto the
effects of fire, smoke and fumes. The
survivalof the occupantconstitutesthe
major challengeto the researcher,and so
much is being done currentlythat it is
difficultto identifyunexploredproblem
areas. Clearly,continuedresearchis
needed on modifiedfuels, fuel containment
methods,fuel vent fire suppression,smoke
suppressionor inerting,protectionfrom
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smoke and heat, evacuationimprovement,
seat/occupantrestraintimprovement,and
ignitionsuppression. An assessment
should be made of the potentialfire
hazard problemsassociatedwith the ramp
servicingof large Jumbo jet and SST
transportaircraftwhile connectedto the
passengerterminalbuildingby several
"jet way" passengertunnels. Residual
tank fuels in the SST will be at elevated
temperatures,with a consequentshortened
ignitiondelay time. The chimneydraft
effect of the passengertunnelson the
propagationof a ramp fire into the
terminalbuildingneeds carefulassessment.
Extensionsof currentresearchshouldbe
made to carry military-sponsoredinves-
tigationsof verticalload absorbingseats
for helicoptersinto civil applications.
While there is a wealth of biologicaldata
concerningthe accelerationtolerancesof
humans, it is preponderantlylimitedto
healthy young male militarytypes;
correspondingtolerancesshouldbe
establishedfor the "median"air traveller
and protectivesystemsdesignshould
reflectthese probably somewhatlower
tolerancelevels.

IV. Summary


There appears to be no diminutionof
the AviationSafety Researcher'srole in
the future. Indeed,the increasingcom-
plexitiesof the rapidlygrowingair
transportsystem indicatea strongneed
for an increasedsafety researcheffort by
both Governmentand industryover the next
decade.

The most difficulttask ahead is
identifyingsubtlepotentialhazardsin
new designsor new operations. Extension
of past and current "traditional"problem
research into the expandingdesignand
operationenvelopesis of great importance
to insureoccupantsafetyand survivabil-
ity.

AviationSafety Researchhas grown
from an after-the-fact"panicfix" activi-
ty of many years ago to an essential
ingredientof the design and operation
team, and its continuallygrowing
importancecannot be underrated.

Over the next decadewith careful,
high qualityresearch,significantpro-
gress should be possibletowardmaking
aircraftcrash fire deathsa thing of the
past.
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PROPOSED A. T. C. SYSTEM 1970 - 1980

E. W. Pike
Director, Air Traffic Management

Mohawk Airlines, Inc.

Working to a time scale of between five and
ten years from now, it should be possible to move
progressively over to an A.T.C. system comprised
of the following basic elements:

I. A large on-line ground based data proces-
sing complex to handle such A.T.C. functions as
flight planning and clearances, route and altitude
allocation, flow control, and in-flight monitoring
and sequencing.

An automatic digital air/ground and
ground/air communication system whereby opera-
toral centers, aircraft and the ground data
processor can all exchange routine information on
a programmed basis.

A means of airborne recording for pilot
useage of significant messages both ground/air
and air/ground (such as for example a miniature
printer).

A highly accurate area coverage naviga-
tion system especially for high density terminal
areas. To achieve the necessary accuracy a
ground based hypobolic method of position determi-
nation seems the only practical means within the
specified time scale. It is not essential at this
stage to decide on such features as low against
high frequency, time measurement or phase
comparison, or pulse versus continuous wave.
In fact, two systems using the same real estate
but working on different principles may turn out
to be the best solution. Guidance in the vertical
plane should also be provided as soon as possible.

A pictorial cockpit display of navigational
data so that pilots can fly precisely and reliably
the patterns prescribed by A.T.C. in a relaxed
and natural fashion.

Instrument approach aids to be provided
on all runways to permit landings from 200 foot
critical height. These aids can be used also to
supplement the navigation system when closely
spaced parallel runways are in use and, if an
appropriate airborne antenna is installed, can
assist the noise abatement programme by defining
the optimum take off path.

An air-to-air proximity warning system
so that pilots are aware of the relative position of
other aircraft in their vicinity. If a collision
avoidance procedure can be devised economically
it might be advantageous. However, the main
requirement is for a system that enables pilots to 


assist A. T.C. in the task of optimum spacing and
also provide tranquility of spirit in the cockpit
with close sequencing in IFR conditions.

The data processor will be fed with air
derived and ground derived data, both to provide
a desirable element of redundancy and to enable
aircraft with minimum equipment to be handled by
the system. In the latter case private aircraft
equipped with a small box weighing only a few
pounds and requiring a few watts, can generate a
signal automatically whereby their identity, alti-
tude and precise position can be transmitted to
the A.T.C. data processing system at intervals of
a few seconds. This can use the same principles
and real estate as the air derived navigation system
transmitters occupy and is both more efficient and
more economical than radar.

Altimeter accuracy should be greatly
improved to enable the fullest possible use to be
made of vertical separation.

Speed variation within aircraft's normal
performance envelope must become an accepted
A.T.C. tool to effect optimum time spacing.

Significant weather information will be fed
into the data processor so that the routes and
altitudes allocated to pilots facilitate avoidance of
such unfavorable flying conditions as thunder-
storms and icing areas.

Airport provision and design also their
use to maximum capacity by incorporating enough
landing aids, runways, taxi tracks, apron space
and passenger handling facilities represent a vital
element in the A.T.C. system. Integration with
other systems of ground transportation must be
efficiently organized.

A system of priorities for landing and
departure paying due regard to the interests of
the aviation community at large should be
established in the public interest.

The cost of moving to a new A.T. C. system
can be justified on the following grounds:

Increased safety for all airspace users.

Increased efficiency in the air and on the
ground.

Lower annual operating costs.
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Increased traffic capacity.

Alleviation of the serious A.T.C. man-
power problem in recruitment and training.

Facilitating minimum crew operation.

Reduced training costs.
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Aviation Weather Service and Requirements
1970-1980


Newton Lieurance*

There is a whole spectrum of meteorological
problemsassociatedwith aircraft operations in-
cluding air traffic control in the years ahead.
These must be solved in order to continue the
excellent safety record of aeronautics. With the
advent of high-speedaircraft, expanded use of
aircraft in pleasure and business flying, the
jumbo jets with up to 500 passengersaboard, and
the V/STOL aircraft, everythingwe do today must
be done better tomorrow and lead time is short.

Aircraft operations in the decade of the 70's
will be more global in nature rather than regional
or local as in the past. The World Meteorological
System, operated by a communityof nations, is
important to the safe and efficient operation on
an internationalbasis of all classes of aircraft
operations. It is through this world system that
the dynamic state of the atmosphereover the globe
(temperature,wind and pressure) is determined and
predicted,and this basic informationis vital in
the prediction of specificweather elements
(ceiling,visibility, precipitation,turbulence,
winds, and temperature)importantto aviation.

The World Weather System producesvital
intelligenceconcerning the atmosphere. This must
be consideredan importantadjunct to the world
air transportationsystem, includingair traffic
control. Since the World Weather System and the
Air Traffic Control System are autonomous and
since both have some mutual weather responsibility,
there must be an effective means of communication
between them to apply, distribute,display and
present the operationallysignificantweather in-
formationon a timely basis for the controllers,
pilots, and operational planners. Such communi-
cation does not presently exist. If this system
gap is eliminated, noticeableand immediate im-
provements in the orderly and safe flow of traffic
can be realized.

In the post-1970 period, the World Weather
System should have greatly improvedcapability
includingweather radar, weather satellites,and
the analysis and prediction of the state of the
atmosphereup to 100,000 feet, utilizing high-
speed computers. Radar will be capable of
detecting severe weather and providing conflict
displays to air traffic control. Poor visibility
as a result of fog can be improvedby weather
modification techniques so that adequate
visibility for visual landingsand take-off can
be maintained under most conditions.

However, technical gaps must be eliminated for
future improvements,especially in the light of
increased traffic. The terminalarea is defined
as the air volume within a cylinder of about 100
miles diameter extending up to about 30,000 feet.
This area is the most critical from the viewpoint
of planning,dispatch, operationsand air traffic
control, and the elements of most serious concern
are visibility, turbulence,and icing. Accurate
observationsand forecasts of these elements are
imperative in the years ahead. The inabilityof
the weather system to provide this serviceby
producing observationsand forecastswith the


accuracy and detail required in the future is a
serious technical gap demanding prompt attention
by the research community.

The following represent the highest priority
weather requirements in the terminal area.

Terminal area visibility for approach,
landing, and take-off for the ranges of 3 miles or
less, with special emphasis on the very low
visibility of less than 1 mile.

Turbulence in the free atmosphere in the
terminal area and on the runway, regardlessof the
cause, with special considerationgiven to thunder-



storms and squall lines, includingareas of hail.

Freezing rain and areas of moderate and
heavy icing in clouds for the terminalarea.

Deficienciesexist in the following terminal
area weather observationsand forecast services:

Wind shear and temperatureprofile with
special emphasis on the wind shear in the lower few
hundred feet on the final approach path.

Visibility in the final approach with speci-
fic emphasis on the runway visibility. This
involves new methods of measuring and techniques
for predicting the very low ranges, i.e., 1500 feet
and below.

Airport and, more specifically,runway wind
measurementswhich would provide a more precise
index of gustiness.

Precisely locating,identifyingintensity,
and tracking of areas of turbulence, icing and hail.

Much more effort needs to be put forth related
to the meteorologicalproblems of en route
operations up to 100,000 feet in the following
areas:

1. Turbulence of all classes perhaps is the
most elusive parameter for the meteorologistto
observe, analyze and predict. This is particularly
true of clear air turbulenceas a result of wind
shear in the free atmosphere. Very little is known
about the magnitude of this turbulenceabove 40,000
feet, but there is sufficientevidence to know that
CAT does occur in the region between 40,000 and
100,000 feet. Thunderstormshave been observed to
extend above 65,000 feet, particularlyin tropical
latitudes. The extent to which turbulenceexists
in these convective storms above 45,000 feet is
relatively unknown. Here, again, there is
sufficient evidence by isolated experiences to
indicate severe turbulencecan occur at these
altitudes in and above thunderstormclouds.
Mountain waves above and down wind of the major
mountain ranges of the world can produce severe
turbulence in the stratosphere. This is evidenced
by actual flight experienceat altitudes to 65,000
feet over the great Rocky Mountain range of the
Western U. S. More exploratoryeffort, research
and developmentwork is needed in this area to pro-
vide sufficient techniquesto predict and identify
areas of severe turbulence,particularlyas it is
related to the SST operation.
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The presence of suspended ice and water
particles at the very high altitudes is somewhat
an unknown quantity, although it is known that
they can and do exist. The presence of hail in
the tops of thunderstormsat very high altitudes
is also unknown, but again some evidence exists
that it can occur at these altitudes. More effort
is needed in this area through actual flight and
meteorologicalresearch.

The transition of the SST to supersonic
speeds (between 30,000 and 50,000 feet) is in the
area of the tropopausewhere maximum changes in
temperatureand winds occur verticallyas well as
horizontally. This will be very critical to the
SST operationsduring the transitionfrom subsonic
to supersonic. It is at these altitudes and
during this phase of flight that the maximum
effort is demanded of the power plant which is
very sensitive to high temperaturesor variable
temperatures.

Solar radiation and ozone are perhaps
design problems. However, the magnitude of these
phenomena is not too well known over the globe at
all latitudes. If these are limitingfactors,
then more should be learned about their nature,
extent and predictability. Of particularconcern
will be the intensity of the cosmic rays as a
result of solar storms for flight planning pur-
poses.

Sonic boom is alleged to be one of the most
critical problems facing the SST program. It is
not unreasonable to expect that the meteorological
services may be required to provide a prediction
of a "least-noise"track for both the en route
operations over populated areas and for the climb-
out corridors. This is a serious problem and
research work is needed to specificallyidentify
the meteorology of the sonic boom.

Much more scientificknowledge of the atmos-
phere is required before any revolutionary
breakthroughscan be expected in forecasting.
This is the scientific limitationand will be
removed gradually over a long period of time only
through fundamentalresearch. This is a problem
common to all meteorologicalservicesand should
be recognized,and adequate effort expended by the
meteorologicalservices of the world to eliminate
these technical gaps.

In many areas improvements can be brought about
if more funds could be made available. This is
particularly true in the areas of observationsat
airports, briefing facilities,communicationsin
the broad sense, and items of this nature. The
problem here is one of justificationbased on a
reasonable return for the investment in terms of
better operations and/or improved safety. This
poses a difficult problem since the operational
weather requirements for expanded services are not
very well defined and there is not unanimity
within government or the industryas to the rela-
tive importanceof the various services, i.e.,
more weather radar vs. more communications,etc.
There are also different priorities for service to
the air carriers as opposed to general aviation.
Here, again, the requirementsfor general aviation
are ill-defined. The operationalrequirements for
all spectrums of aviation operations should be
quantitized and placed in a priority list for the


guidance of the meteorologicalservices of the
world.

Conclusions

1. Weather intelligenceis one of the essential
tools for management of the air space and conduct-
ing aircraft operations in a safe and efficient
manner. Aviation weather servicesmust be con-
sidered an integral part of the world traffic
system providing detailed and up-to-the-minute
information in a form that will precisely define
the environment as it is and as it will be.

2. Meteorological elements having the greatest
direct impact on the safety of aircraft operations
for the foreseeable future are as follows:

restricted visibilitiesat terminals,
particularlyas a result of fog, heavy rain and
snow;

turbulence in the free atmosphere as a
result of thunderstorms,mountain waves, and wind
shear; and

heavy rains, snow and freezing rain
affecting runway surfaces.

3. The meteorologicalelements indirectly
affecting safety of flight are:

low-level wind shears in the approach
zone

unusually high surface and en route
temperatures;

strong winds en route;
restricted visibilitiesin the air

hampering VFR flight; and
strong and gusty surface winds.

4. The special meteorologicalelements affecting
the operations of supersonicaircraft operations
are:

cosmic radiation levels at cruise
altitude;

precise temperatureinformation for
transitionand cruise altitude;

precise informationon the existence
of rain, hail, and turbulencefor transitionand
cruise altitudes; and

absolute tops of clouds along the
route.

5. If airport noise and sonic boom problems
cannot be solved by design, the operators, the air
traffic control system, and the pilot will have to
consider these problems on a day-to-day basis,
using meteorological informationin the decision
process.

For V/STOL operations (short-haulurban trans-
portation) there appear to be no unique weather
problems that are identified. However, the same
informationwill be needed for more airports
(heliports)and quicker. These factors will be
important because of the handling of these aircraft
by air traffic control in a mixed environment and
the need to maintain a dependableand continuous
scheduled operation. An automatic terminal weather
observational package with weather radar to detect
and track severe storms over the major metropolitan
areas is a "must" in the years ahead.
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R.cosndati ons

Supportthe fundingrequirementsto improve
theover-allWorldMeteorologicalSystem.

Work towardtheeliminationof thesystems
gapby supportingtheestablishmentof an effective
mesasof communicationsbetweentheweathersystem,
thepilotand theair trafficcontrolsystem.

Beginto bridgethetechnicalgapby stimu-
latingscientificinterestin andencouraging
supportof researchconcernedwithobservingand
forecastingof visibility,turbulenceand icingin
en routeand terminalareas.

*Director of the Office of Aviation Affairs,
ESSA.
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THE ALL WEATHERLANDINGPROBLEM 1970-80

George B. Litchford
AviationSystemsConsultant

Northport,New York

During this decade therewill be in-
creasingevidenceof the close relation-
ship betweenAir TransportSafetyand
"AllWeatherLanding." Althoughthe con-
cept of "All-Weather"--meaningthe com-
plete spectrumof weather--isnot normally
intended,there will be in this time frame
economicpressuresto operateand land in
worse and worse weather conditions. Most
specifically,the visibilitythe pilot
encountersupon first seeingthe ground
from a radio-guidedlandingapproachwill
be reducedto the smallestamountpossible
commensuratewith the aircrafttypes,
runwaysand radio guidanceof the 1970
decade. Legal and regulatoryissueswill
arise concerningthe degree of safety of
each applicationof ILS to lowerminima.

It would appearnow (mid-1968)that the
only thing availableduring at least the
first half of this forthcomingdecadewill
be the improvedICAO-VHF-ILSand existing
visual aids for measuringvisibilityand
lightingthe approachand landingareas.
The ILS systemoperatingin the 100 and
300 mhz parts of the radio spectrumhas
severallimitationsif attemptsare made
to apply it to the lowestvisibilityland-
ing cases, say, the so-called"CAT IIIB"
definedas only 150 feet of forwardland-
ing visibility. It is thereforeunlikely
that "All-Weather"landingof the 1970-75
time period will see anythingbetter than
this. There is reasonabledoubt that even
CAT IIIA (700 feet forwardvisibility)
will be realizedwith the currentILS.

This is becausethe number of improve-
ments to the ICAO-ILS,by now a system a
quarterof a century old, have been essen-
tially exhaustedboth technicallyand
economically. Probably,somewherealong
the route of loweredvisibilitiesfor air
transportlandingit will be wiser to
abandonthe existingIIS and adopt a new,
modern ILS, one with greateraccuracy,
precision,flexibility,freedomfrom
siting errors,and probablylower in life-
cycle costs than the modifiedVHF system.
Most scientifictests indicatethat the
"New ILS" will be in the microwaveregion.
The two will coexiston many runways.

This does not imply that the existing
ICAO-ILSwill not be continuedin use for
less demandingcases, such as 200-}6(2600
feet of visibility),as it has in many
places for years. In fact, this less de-
mandinguse of VHF/ILSmay acceleratewith
the introductionof modernizedelectronic


componentsthat markedlyreduce its ground
stationcosts. Air Transportservice is
extendinginto remoteparts of the world
and to many smallerairfieldswhere no
such capabilityas "200-W1exists,but
often only "VOR let-downs"or low-frequen-
cy beacons. Total ILS installationscan
be expectedto expandthroughoutthe world
during 1970 to 1980.

This widening spectrumof Air Transport
needs for instrumentlandingfacilities
includes,however,on the other end such
sophisticatedaircraftas the 500-passeng-
er jumbo jets and the SST aircraft,possi-
bly desiring even zero-zerocapabilities.
These aircraftrequiresomethingfar better
than the so-calledlow-costILS that may
help at the other end of the service spec-
trum. The jumbo jets in particularhave
much larger dimensionsand economicneces-
sitiesto land at destinationand as a re-
sult will createnew problemsin the use
of existingILS to the lowerminima. For
example,their more sluggishresponsere-
quires that the radio guidancealign the
aircraftat the CAT II "decisionheight,"
some 1100 feet from threshold,more pre-
cisely since maneuveringwill be limitedby
bank-angle,sink rates and aerodynamicre-
sponse.

The mere physicaldimensionsof landing
gear that is twice the width of many exist-
ing jet transportsreducesthe accepted
lateralrunway dispersion. With landing
gear widths nearly one-thirdthe width of
the useful part of a typical150-footwide
runway,more stringentcriteriafor radio
guidance,visual guidanceand cross winds
must be considered. Since over a majority
of the major U.S. runwaysare 150 feet
wide, and the existingcriteriareflect
aircraftof smallersize and greatermaneu-
verabilityto correctguidanceand flight
errors,a re-examinationof the authoriza-
tions for landingthese large aircraftin
given visibilitieswill be needed.

Alternativesare: (1) to increasethe
runwaywidths and lengthsleaving existing
flight and guidancecriteriafixed; or (2)
to reconfigurethe radio-guidancecriteria
to accommodatemore fully the large slug-
gish aircrafton existingrunways. Exist-
ing documentationof ILS errorswhen con-
sideredon a basis commensuratewith the
fatal nature of instrumentlanding errors
(3 sigma) suggeststhat even CAT II--the
case of 1200 feet of visibilityand a deci-
sion to land or not to land occurringno
lower than 100 feet (aftervisual ground
contact)--mayneed re-examination.*With

* "Criteriafor Radio Guidanceand Flight Errors as They Affect the Safety of CAT II
LandingOperations,"presentedat the 20M Annual InternationalAir Safety Seminar
of the Flight SafetyFoundation,4-7 Dec., 1967, Williamsburg,Va., U.S.A.
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jumbo jets the conceptof all wheels with-
in the runwaywidth at thresholdis re-
flectedmuch furtherout into the approach
zone than in the past, since the ability
to correctany flight,piloting,or radio
errorsaccumulatedduringthe non-visual
portionof the landingapproachwill be
severelylimited.

Currentlyrecognizedfaultsof the ICAO
(standard)ILS will be under furtherat-
tack in this period. Coursebends due to
reflectionsfrom fixed objectsis one of
many that needs attention. The motion of
largeaircraftlandingor taxiingon the
landingrunway can also createoscillatory
courseshifts at a slow rate that would be
disturbingto all approachingor about-to-
land aircraft. Air trafficflow may be
limitedin CAT II below CAT I landing
rates for these reasons. The abilityto
monitorthe localizercourseat the runway
thresholdis criticalto CAT II sincethe
pilotwill have but 2 to 3 secondsfor his
decision. Thresholdmonitoringneeds a
solutionthat can toleratethe aforemen-
tionedphenomena. Althoughsome half
dozen limitationsof the ILS have been
quantifiedby ICAO, such as coursebends
and width, monitoring,airbornereceiver
errors,displayand couplingerrors,
there are similarflighterrorsnot yet
similarlyquantified. Human pilotingor
autopilotlimits in followinga given
courseunder conditionsof wind shear,
heading,decrab,and sluggishresponseof
the aircraftrequirequantification.One
cannotmerely hope all these complexvari-
ableswill always add up to a successful
landingwithout measuringeach and finding
a means to statisticallytreat them singly
and totallyso that safe landingsare
assuredby the standardsin all cases.
Overallstatisticaltreatmentof the many
individuallyquantifiederrorscannot in-
dicate,even one case in a million,any
wheel not being over the paved surfaceat
the runwaythreshold. Permittingan in-
creasein missed approachesin going to
CAT II from CAT I would be questionable
risk management. Economicpenaltiesof
missed approachesand restrictedlanding
rates due to surfaceaircraftadversely
affectingthe landingbeam signalsare not
likelyto be acceptableby the mid-70's.
Full justificationfor introducinga new
systemduring the last half of the decade
will then be evident.

Visibilityand wind shearmeasuredat
severalpoints includingthe 100-foot
height and throughoutthe roll-outwill be
essentialfor CAT II and III. Somehowthe
regulatoryauthoritymust be assuredof
adequatevisibilityand perhapsmust even
guaranteesuch to the pilot beforehe com-
mits himselfat a specificcriticalheight
below which he cannot safely,and repeat-
edly under all conditions,extricatehim-
self and his aircraft.

New court actionsin any additionallow
visibilityaccidents,particularlyif they

involveconditionsof CAT II, will probab-
ly result in the furtherlegal or regula-
tory restrictionsand the need for full
quantificationand positiveassurancesin
such matters. All such parametersshould
add up statisticallyto a safe operation
before furthervisibilityreductionsare
authorized. Flighttest and simulator
validatedinformationon each of the re-
spectiveerrors involved--radio,flight,
visual,winds, etc.--willbe demanded. A
single jumbo jet landingaccidentin CAT II
will obviouslyraise all these issuesif
they are not adequatelyclarifiedand as-
sured before such an occurrance. No over-
all "total-system"assessmenthas as yet
been made for CAT II or III operationsof
these new aircraft.

Tendingcriteriaof the 1970-1980period
must recognizethe elongationand flaring
of the longitudinalflightpath of a large
jet transport,otherwisesink rates will
be too high. This path elongation,from
what is typicallythe geometricorigin of
a shallowglide angle,is some 1000 to
2000 feet, dependingupon the maneuvering
limits,flightdynamics,and speed of the
jet aircraft. It is not accountedfor
with all types of aircraftin the existing
landingcriteria. The assumptionthat the
aircrafttouchesdown about 1000 to 1200
feet from thresholdcannotbe realized
with the locationsof the straightline
glide path.

Constrainingall aircraftto a single,
straight-line,glidepath, directedat a
single "aimingpoint"will become increas-
ingly unrealisticin the 1970 decade.
Variousmeans for variableaimingpoints
and positiveflare-pathguidancewill be
investigated,and probablynear the middle
of this time periodthe most acceptableone
will be adopted.

This generallyinfersthat a new landing
systemwill be needed. Alreadysome tech-
nical committeesare examiningthe poten-
tial characteristicsof such a system. The
landingparametersof a DC-3 are so differ-
ent from those of a 747 that it is likely
the single straight-lineglide path will be
abandonedand a new conceptof flexible,
but safe, aimingpoints established. A
safe touchdownwill be ensuredat reason-
able sink rates, and at the desired loca-
tion--stillprobablyabout 1000 to 1200
feet insidethe runwaythreshold.

Roll-outguidanceand surfacesurveil-
lance and controlwill become increasingly
importantin the 1970-1980time period
since the poor visibilitythat will be
authorizedeven in CAT II and the more
difficultman-machinerelationshipsof the
large, long-bodiedjets will make it neces-
sary to complementvisual guidancewith
electronicaids for precisecenterline
guidanceand preciseheadingrelativeto
the runway centerlinein CAT III. A pre-
cise decrab maneuvermust assumethe air-
craft is decrabbedin crosswind at the
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precisemomentwith the resultantheading
preciselydeterminedwith respectto run-
way centerlinedirection. Errorsless
than one degree for decrabbinglarge, long-
bodied aircraftwill probablybe needed by
1975to realizeany benefitsof the CAT
III potential.

In summary,progressin All Weather
landingof Air Transportaircraftwill be
slow and painfullyrealizedduringthis
period down to perhapsthe CAT IIIB level
by 1980. The close associationof accept-
able values of the many systemerrorswith
the overallsafety recordof Air Transport
will become far more importantthan it is
now considered. Quantitativelyestab-
lished limits of some 10 to 15 error
sourcesmust be established,controlled
and essentiallyguaranteedthe pilot who
attemptsthe landingof a jumbo jet at the
visibilityof CAT II and III. Although
not clearlyevidentin form or timing,a
new landingsystemwill evolve.

Hopefully,with enougheffortthis "low-
visibility-barrier"will be brokenby the
beginningof the 1980's. Its relationship
to the economicsof the Air Transportin-
dustrywill also be more fully appreciated.
It is likelythat what seemeda few years
ago a prohibitivecost to engineerand in-
stall a new landingsystemwill, by 1975,
appear as a relativelyreasonableand
acceptedcost. The investmentin the
worldwidefleet of Air Transportaircraft
may then total some fifty billiondollars.
The one billionthat may be needed for a
true (nearly)"All-Weather"landingsystem
will probablybe fully committedby the
end of this time period. Its full effect-
iveness,however,will not be realized
until about the middle of the next decade,
due to the usual slow processin this
field and its criticalsafetyaspects.
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DEVICES IN AIRCRAFT

Walter Tye
Air RegistrationBoard

England

From the earliest days of flying it has
been necessary to provide gadgets or devices to
help the pilot. In the first instancethese
were obvious and straightforwardaids such as
compassesand airspeed indicators. As time has
gone on, and at an increasingrate, other more
elaborate devices have been found necessary.
These modern devices, for instance,yaw dampers
and stick pushers, augment the natural qualities
of the aircraft and help the pilot in the task
of control. Autoland marks a further stage and
virtually replaces the pilot for a limited phase
of the flight.

This trend is likely to grow. We expect
aircraft to fly faster, carry bigger loads, fly
in all weathers, and do so more safely. These
demands lead to a man-machinecombinationwhich
puts excessive demands on the man. The pilot's
strength is insufficientand his ability to
think and act quickly enough is becoming inade-
quate.

Whether we like it or not, and many
engineersand most pilots do not like it, the
1970's are likely to be the age of the device.
Pilots dislike gadgets for very good reasons.
They fear their unreliability. They are
inclinednot to work when wanted, and sometimes
tend to operate when they should not.

Thus a curious situation lies ahead. The
human pilot needs gadgets which supplementhis
strength,or "think" and act more quickly than
he can himself. But the gadgets must offer
reliabilityof the same order as the human being.
A human pilot rarely goes to sleep, or runs
amok when flying, which electricaland mechan-
ical devices tend to do. In other words the
human brain and body may be incapableof meeting
extreme demands, and yet within their limita-
tions human beings are reliable and pretty
consistent.

The lesson from this is surely that there
will need to be a great effort to secure an
extraordinarilyhigh level of reliabilityin
the various gadgets and devices used. The
human pilot must be convinced that he is relin-
quishing his authority to a worthy successor.
It is interestingcomment that in the first space
flights, the astronauts had no control, the
judgement necessary being consideredtoo diffi-
cult. Now astronauts have limited control
authority. The aeronauticaland astronautical
practices began at opposite extremes,and are
now coming together.

The search for supreme reliabilitywill be
a major problem in the next decade. The risks
of failure to function in flight can be reduced
by multiplex systems, but if this is carried to
extremes, increasedmaintenanceis involved.
The basic reliabilityof the individualbuild-
ing blocks will demand attention. Proof of
reliabilitywill also pose problems. We shall
be seeking evidence that total failure is
highly improbable - perhaps once in 10 million
flights - on the basis of test evidence the
duration of which is relativelyshort - perhaps
100's or 1,000's of flights. The design and
interpretationof proving tests will clearly
require attention.

If we accept that the pilot's function as
a control authority will gradually be replaced
by automatic means, the pilot will more and more
have a monitoring function. His flying skill
will tend to become rusty with disuse. Yet in
the event of the rare failure of automatics,
his skill will be important. So again the
question will be posed as to how to retain
skills which are only called upon very infre-
quently.
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AIRLINE TRAINING IN THE 1970'S

U. J. Kampsen
Staff Vice President

Flight Operations Training
Trans World Airlines, Inc.
Kansas City, Missouri

With the advent of third and fourth generation
turbine-paweredaircraft during the 1970's, the
industry will be faced with unparalleledchallenges
in the field of crew training. There is no ques-
tion that the operating parametersof these air-
craft will require new and imaginativeconcepts in
training methodology and training aids.

A similar awareness of impendingchanges to
operations and training technologyexisted in the
1950's when preparationswere being made to
replace piston aircraft with the larger, faster
turbine-poweredequipment. Utilizing the knowledge
gained through military operations and information
provided by aircraft manufacturers,extensive pro-
grams were developed to insure safe, timely and
reliable performance for the new generation air-
craft. The success of those efforts can be
measured by the world-wide acceptanceof airline
travel.

As experience increased,new insights into jet
aircraft operating characteristicswere discovered.
In most cases, this was characterizedby a greater
depth of knowledge, rather than unanticipateddis-
coveries. Typical of these factors were the effect
of turbulence penetration speeds on aircraft con-
trollability;the relationshipof body rotation and
engine power in control of descent rates on
approach; the importance of touch-downtargets for
precision landings; tire hydroplaning;control-
lability during reversing, particularlywith aft-
mounted engines; spin-up characteristicsof fan-jet
engines; tire cornering phenomenawith the concur-
rent use of brakes. Each of these factors was
encountered in actual operations and corresponding
adjustmentswere made in the training curricula to
insure effective transferal of informationto the
flight crews. At the same time, it was established
that, due to the improved reliability and reserve
power of the turbine engine, the need for certain
historically accepted training maneuvers was
reduced. An example of this type of maneuver was
the repetitive practicing of two-engine-out
approaches.

The experience gained in coping with these
operational problems highlights the need for
attention to operating characteristicsbeing built
into future generations of jet aircraft. These
aircraftwill be larger, faster, and more techni-
cally sophisticatedthan current fleets. Some of
them will operate at altitudes not previously used
for commercial operations. The rapidly expanding
volume of air traffic, with resultant air space
and airport congestion,will necessitate further
refined standards of flight crew proficiency and
discipline in order to insure attainmentof indus-
try flight safety goals. One of the most important
factors in reaching these goals will be the devel-
opment of advanced training progranm that will
achieve higher levels of individual crew member
proficiency at an economically feasible cost.

Because of the extensive financial outlay
necessary to acquire and operate these new aircraft,
it will be imperative that training curricula in
the future be based on the most modern and effi-
cient training technology. This technology must
include scientific considerationof each of the
elements involved in the training process. These
elements include:

The human factors inherent in acclimating
man to the complex machine.

The structure of the training process in
terms of logical progression in the acquisition of
knowledge and skills.

The timely utilization of training devices
to build confidence and demonstrateattained pro-
ficiency.

The integrationof all training phases into
a continuous goal-orientedprogram.

The accomplishmentof this task will require
the combined resources of all elements of the
industry, including the manufacturers,government
agencies, and air carriers. Timely analysis of all
design parameters in the aircraft must be accom-
plished so as to anticipateproblem areas. Past
experience must be used as a guide in this regard
to eliminate unanticipatednegative operating
factors. Manufacturers'flight test programs must
be structured to insure evaluation of aircraft per-
formance characteristicsunder typical airline
operating conditions. Aircraft performance data
must be made available to simulatormanufacturers
in a timely manner so as to enable individual air-
line use of simulators in advance of aircraft
delivery. In this manner, experience with perform-
ance characteristicsmay be acquired by airline
training personnel before actual flight operations
commence. Such a program will enhance early
detection of operating problems and the establish-
ment of appropriate procedural safeguards.

One of the most pressing problems to be resolved
in applying advanced training technology is the
role of the actual aircraft in the training pro-
gram. All experienced training personnel in the
industry concur that the cost of extensive flight
transition training programs in the aircraft will
be prohibitive. This, along with increasing air-
port and air space congestion,makes necessary the
development of alternate training methods which
will minimize or eliminate that phase of training.
Extensive industry experiencewith flight simula-
tion establishes that this medium is capable of
the task. Many advances in the state-of-the-art
of flight simulation are already under development.
Innovations such as motion systems with six degrees
of freedom and simulator visual attachmentswith
near "real-life" presentations,including full
circling capability, will assure almost complete
transfer of learning from the simulator to the
aircraft. Consequently,these devices will be
able to assume an increasinglygreater portion of
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the training task. Validation of that concept is
anticipated within the next eighteen months when
the first Boeing 747 training program will be
implemented.

The potential of small jet trainers and variable
stability jet trainers should not be ignored.

In addition to the basic capability of the
simulation equipment, advanced techniques in
software and programming will be required. This
involves the development of integrated programs
including ground technical instruction, the applica-
tion of technical knowledge in part-task trainers,
and the initial line assignment phase of the training
program. Historically, many training programs
have been based on sharp divisions between suc-
cessive phases of training, with ground school
being accomplished in the conventional classroom
environment, accommodating fifteen to twenty
trainees simultaneously. Only at the completion
of this phase have the trainees proceeded to
demonstrate knowledge achieved in procedures
trainers and simulators. Subsequently, when the
basic technique of flying the aircraft to prescribed
standards had been achieved, the trainee proceeded
to the line assignment phase for observation under
scheduled flight conditions.

This concept of training will not necessarily
be consistent with the needs of the trainees in the
new generations of aircraft. For maximum effi-
ciency, it will be desirable to convert from group
instruction in ground school to more individual
learning procedures. Evaluation of each individ-
ual's training needs will be required before com-
mencement of training, and programs must be
tailored to those needs. In this way, each indi-
vidual will proceed through training at his optimum
rate and will most efficiently and effectively learn
the techniques and responsibilities of his duties.
This technique will be applicable throughout the
training process through incorporation of task-
tailored curricula in part-task trainers, flight
simulators, and in the aircraft during the initial
line assignment period.

Knowledge gained during the present decade
reveals conclusively that effective, advanced
training equipment and techniques are necessary
to attain maximum operational safety and relia-
bility. This, then, must be the concept used as the
foundation for the development of even more refined
training methods to meet the needs of the future.
Extensive research and development by manu-
facturers and educational specialists, including
airline training personnel, must continue so as tu
anticipate the operational and training implications
of the advanced subsonic and supersonic transports.
The result will be a training process which will be
as new as the aircraft itself.

This represents the basic challenge facing
flight training personnel in the 1970's.
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A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO SAFETY -- HOW AND BY WHOM

Maj. Gen. Cliftonvon Kann*

The thoughts outlined below are limited to a
purview of U. S. airline safety; however, the
results might be extrapolatedto other segments of
aviation. In view of the high percentageand var-
ied nature of the world's civil air transport
operations conducted by U. S. airlines, these
observationsmay be of interest to airlines of
other nations.

From the historical standpointit would seem
that things are going well. (1) Airline manage-
ment is preoccupiedwith safety,because it knows
that safety is the most importantelement in air-
line operation and that nothing worse than an
accident can occur. (2) Airline accident rates
are comparable to the safest ground forms of
public transportation. (3) The likelihoodof an
airline passenger failing to safely complete his
trip is negligible. (4) The safety regulation
and investigativefunctions are firmly established
within the government and are carried out by well-
qualified and highly motivated people, both in the
Federal Aviation Administrationand the National
TransportationSafety Board.

So it would seem that airline safety perform-
ance and its regulation representsa model system
that could well be copied by other transportmodes.

If this is true, and in general it is, what
then is the problem? The problem is not so much
whether the present situation is good, but whether
the future will bring comparableor even better
results.

Looking ahead, current forecastsfor all
forms of civil aviation are well known; there is
no doubt that the numbers of aircraft and the
resulting exposure will continue to increase; it is
also known that the government investmentin avia-
tion safety has been declining throughoutthe 60's.
Where these diverse trends will lead cannot easily
be determined.

Also known is the increasinggovernment
effort to shift the burden of financing the air-
ways to the users, notwithstandingthe obvious
public interest benefit of a safe and efficient
civil aviation infrastructure.

We also know that in the democraticprocess,
whatever the government does, it does slowly.
Only in a crisis is rapid action taken; in those
situations the prescribed remedy sometimesmisses
the real problem. As an example, the recently
directed 250 knot speed restrictionat and below
10,000 feet was alleged to increasesafety on con-
gested airways. In reality it was a patchwork
solution to the real problem which was, and is,
lack of sufficient,modern airways facilitiesand
equipment to handle the high speed flow of modern
jet trafficwith increased efficiencyand safety.
A more systematic and timely approachwould have
identified the problem in advance and provided a
more rational solution.

Further, governmentalaction must be sub-
jected to the cost/benefit test -- a dubious
methodology if a systems approach is not made the


basis for the cost/benefitanalysis. If the trend
toward the cost/benefittest in safety regulation
continues, a systems approach seems essential.
Regulationsmust be economicallyviable, assuming
a favorable accident rate exists, lest there be no
industry to regulate.

So no matter how well we have done in the past
what may lie ahead is less reassuring.

It is appropriateat this point to indicate
what is meant by the systems safety approach. There
are many definitions. Ours is a method of analysis
which: (1) addresses itself to all factors bearing
on airline safety -- using all available informa-
tion -- statistical and otherwise; (2) seeks to
isolate and establish basic causes of accidents;
and (3) defines action programs to attack these
causes. Such an approach also weighs costs of
alternative action programs to insure that invest-
ment in safety has maximum impact and is not
dribbled away in fringe efforts,which may not even
be mutually consistent. In the course of the
statistical analysis risk probabilitiesare iden-
tified and assessed, so the selection of action
programs becomes, in effect, an exercise in risk
management. The ultimate goal of the systems ap-
proach and risk management is a method of accident/
incident predictability.

Any concept of a systems approach to safety
must contain all or nearly all of these elements.
The various trends affecting airline operations make
it inevitable that the systems approach be used to
insure that airliners are operated safely and
reliably, as well as economically.

Actually, the Air Transport Association has
started down this road. It is now in the process
of a first cycle examinationof aircraft accident
statistics recognizing that this is a process which
must be recycled many times and in ever increasing
depth before true causes begin to emerge. Further,
feasible methods of establishingan industry-wide
safety data bank are being explored since data is
the essence of scientificmethodology. An attempt
is underway to isolate gross problem areas, such as
approach and landing accidents; for the statisti-
cally significant areas can be investigated con-
currently with the establishmentof more refined
data systems.

In this respect the National Transportation
Safety Board has considerablecapability in statis-
tical services and is prepared to support airline
efforts to improve safety data systems. The FAA
also has much statisticaldata at its disposal, al-
though this is utilized primarily for internal
purposes.

With both industry and the government showing
increasing interest in statisticaldata, the ques-
tion arises: if a systems approach to safety is to
be pursued, who should be in charge of the under-
taking?

There are rwo possibilitiesin the government--
The Federal Aviation Administrationand the National
Transportation Safety Board. The FAA has access to
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a great deal of importantinformation;it has
expertiseamong its personnel;and it has the mis-
sion of insuring public safety. However, there are
formidablepressures upon FAA which work against an
effective systems approach to increasedsafety in
aviation. The Administratorhimself is under con-
stand pressure from the public and Congress and
under constraints imposed by the Administration.
Then there is the fact that any essentiallybureau-
cratic organizationtends to defend the past and to
provide its head with 100% insuranceagainst any
contingency. Lastly, through the unpredictable
cyclic rise and fall of governmentannual budgeting
any systematic long range financingeffort to meet
planned needs for growth and modernizationof the
National Airspace System is very difficult,if not
impossible,to sustain.

Does the National TransportationSafety
Board offer a better prospect of successfully
applying a systems approach to civil aviation
safety? It does not because it is too limited by
charter and by organization,and too remote from
day-to-daycivil aviation operations to be the
spearhead for aviation systems safety analysis.
Its major job of accident investigationand
determinationit does very well; but its role in
accident prevention as part of a system effort is
not clear by charter and practice.

The Department of Transportationhas been
excluded for considerationas the governmentagency
for the planning and conduct of such effort because:

by charter it is a policy organization;

it is only one year old and still in the
painful process of reorganizingand con-
solidating its myriad highway, rail,
marine, aviation and its newly assigned
urban mass transportationresponsi-
bilities;

any integrated transportationsystems
safety approach is several years away.
Meanwhile, the aviation systems safety
approach, already late, cannot wait.

If the government is not now constitutedto
apply the systems approach, what about the airline
industry itself? While there are superficial
opinions that the U. S. air transportindustry is
motivated more by economics than by safety, a
penetratinglook shows this is not so. The one
thing the airlines can least afford is to have an
accident. The accident potential in the loss of
one new third generation jet like the B-747 is
estimated by insurance underwritersto be between
100 - 150 million dollars. These are high stakes;
thus the identificationby airlines of all
hazards and the systematicreductionof risks is
more important than ever before. Only by providing
the highest possible standardsof public safety
can the airlines have a sound, economic base for
survival and continued growth.

The airlines, whose continuedexistence
depend upon the support of an increasingsegment of
the travellingpublic, have strong convictionson
the need for such a program. Airline management
is the only place where there is full and detailed
knowledge of operational requirementsand the
environmentin which airlines are operated. This
knowledge includes crew trainingand performance,

equipment,working conditions;all supportedby a
wealth of factual data. Where appropriatemuch of
this knowledge and experience is reflected in both
FAA engineeringand operationalregulationsand
in manufacturerdesigns of safer aircraft. The
airlines, FAA, and manufacturersare part of a
daily informationfeedbacksystem. This keeps the
principals informed;and by a process of design,
operationaland regulatoryevolution, it improves
the overall safety of our transportaircraft. At
various times each of the principalshave been
innovatorsof new operationalprocedures or hard-
ware systems which have collectivelyserved the
goal of improved safety. At other times there has
been disagreementon issueswithin and outside the
air transport industry;but the general trend, as
evidenced by the U. S. record, has been one of
steady, positive improvement.

The U. S. airlines,as a profit-oriented
business, have fiscal constraintslike any other
capitalizedbusiness. Managementmust weigh all
alternative courses of action using the detailed
operational knowledgeavailable so that maximum
results can be purchased for the safety dollars
available. The cost/benefitapproach must of
necessity be used by top management in assessing
causes, remedies, and tradeoffs;and in reaching
decisions on the best safety programs. These sys-
tems oriented safety analysis methods provide the
best basis for risk management decisions.

But there is a final and most important
caveat. Decisions bearing on safety must be made
at the highest management level. The systems ap-
proach is a generalistapproach because it seeks
to consider all facets. It tries to identify all
hazards, determinewhich must be eliminated,which
can be accepted, and what research is needed to
reduce them. This means that decisions are
difficult and complex, involving conflictingview-
points and the vision to accept short term costs
for long term gains. Only the best of executive
talent has the judgment and the statesmanshipto
make the right safety decisions consistently;and
this talent is most likely to be found in the
chief operating executive.

The increasingcost of accidents, the
expected growth in civil aviation traffic, the
history of the past and the relative static fund-
ing and staffing of U. S. government agencies
indicates the need for close participationby
industry in the formulationof safety requirements
through a well developed systems approach. Thus
every facet of interestand every discipline
becomes involved on an orderly basis before rather
than after the act. Only in this way can we do
away with crisis management of risk.

*Technical Vice President, Air Transport
Association
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THE DIGITAL COMPUTER FOR 1970-1980 AIR SAFETY

Leroy Simpson, President
Aero Performance, Inc.
Manhasset, New York

Use of the digital computer permeates
all air transport related fields. As in
other industries it was first used in the
areas of accounting, payroll, inventory
and the like. The most widely publicized,
and the computer application most familar
to the traveling public, is in passenger
reservations. Computers will have a grow-
ing impact on the safety of air transpor-
tation in the decade beginning in 1970.

The digital computer will continue to
be a significant factor in many of the so-
lutions to problems of design, construc-
tion, testing, operation and maintenance
of aircraft. The computer's proven char-
acteristics of speed and reliability, pre-
cision and accuracy, and the versatility
for application in complex systems will
offer the possibility for such solutions
at a level of safety not otherwise avail-
able because the alternatives would be too
large, too heavy or too expensive.

Airborne Computers


The airborne digital computer has the
potential to monitor, record, check, diag-
nose, control, navigate and report air-
craft flight progress in ways limited only
by the restraints of our judgement as to
the appropriate balance between man and
machine that should apply in any of the
integrated systems that make up the total
aircraft capability.

It is clear that in many areas safety
can be greatly enhanced by the ability to
read, record, manipulate and analyze in-
formation more rapidly and efficiently.
The application of a digital computer
(brain amplifier) to systems monitoring,
fault diagnosis, aircraft systems manage-
ment, air data processing, flight director
information display, enroute navigation,
position reporting and terminal area gui-
dance, can contribute to safety when pro-
perly used to present clear and concise
information to flight crews in such a way
as to stimulate prompt and reasonable re-
sponse when crew action and/or reaction
is required.

The intergrated data systems now co-
ming into use to provide airborne monitor-
ing and recording of selected aircraft
component or system conditions will lead
to future developments contributing great-
ly to flight safety. Such data systems
will display pertinent information for
optimizing the mode of operation and to
describe the status of equipment which is
abnormal. These data systems will also
be evolved to permit air to ground trans-
mission of significant information useable
to judge the requirement for non-scheduled
replacement or repair of components.

Airborne data systems are already at
work on some aircraft monitoring aircraft
performance, engine performance and air-
craft systems. The observed data may be
analyzed for significant trends indicating
incipient problems needing attention. A
new application with promise for improved
safety is computer surveillanceof fire
warning system signals, and their correla-
tion with other data, to improve relia-
bility and reduce the incidence of false
warning.

The computer's ability to assimi-
late and process information from Ihertial,
Doppler, Loran and VOR/DME sourcus and
provide timely position and progress in-
formation offers the potential for improved
safety by reducing the error size in posi-
tion fixing. The trend of development
looks for improved navigation systems to
provide a high degree of accuracy and re-
liability in establishing the primary fix
data on which free trackage and area na-
vigation can be accomplished. Such air-
borne systems will allow greater freedom
to fly directly between origin and destin-
ation points without the restraint of spe-
cific air routes. The wider use of area
navigation techniques will increase the
effective capacity of airways and provide
a significant means to accommodate growing
traffic density on many routes without re-
ducing separation standards or the level
of safety. Ultimately the separation
standards will be safely reduced, and es-
pecially on ocean routes computer pro-
cessed sattelite data will increase traf-
fic capacity and at the same time provide
greater safety.

The struggle for reliability will con-
tinue. The need for redundancy and "back-
up" to prevent deterioration of existing
levels of safety will provide a brake to
the speed and the areas in which the di-
gital computer will automate functions
which more and more remove the pilot from
the "loop". Because the digital computer
is versatile, it will be used in many
applications. Because it can be repro-
grammed with relative ease its application
can be evolved with the satisfaction of a
desired level of safety in each step.

Ground Based Computers


The ground based digital computer
will improve its contribution to safety
in air transportation in meteorological
data processing, pre-flight planning and
flight following, air traffic control and
in many other areas where its use is al-
ready evident.

The rapidly expanding applications
for "on-line" computer/communications
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systems operating in "real-time" bring a
capability for the speedy and precise han-
dling of prodigious amounts of information.
Since, in a sense, safety is timely infor-
mation, the digital computer makes timely
and useful more information than possible
by any other means.

In this context the principle function
of ground based computer systems is to
probe, measure, process and forecast the
air transport environment. It is so for
the systems applied to world-wide meteor-
ological data collection, analysis and
prognostication. It is so for systems
applied to route optimization, performance
analysis, flight planning and flight fol-
lowing, and it is for for systems applied
to the identification, monitoring and con-
trol of aircraft in flight.

Computer aided systems for processing
meteorological data are increasing in their
use for the planning and support of trans-
port aircraft operations. Today the time
interval between observation of data and
the accomplishment of a flight planned on
the basis of such observations is as much
as 30 hours. This interval is being re-
duced to as little as 12 hours where com-
puter forecasting and flight planning
systems are in use. Utilization of the
full potential for computer/communications
systems can bring this interval down to
a real-time cycle of merely minutes with
a commensurate improvement of the timeli-
ness of information and the level of safe-
ty.

The pre-flight planning function
which establishes the desired route, flight
levels, cruising speed, expected fuel con-
sumption, alternate airports, fuel reserve,
and take-off and landing weight limitations
applicable to a flight can also be im-
proved in timeliness by the modern com-
puter/communications system. Contribu-
tions to safety can be made in this area
not only as the result of speed but from
the wider scope of varibles which can be
explored, and from the elimination of ex-
posure to manual processing errors. And
by freeing the time of dispatchers and
pilots to provide a higher standard of
surveillance and control of operations.

The automation of terminal area traf-
fic control proceeds on a direction and at
a pace hardly satisfactory to all, but of-
fering promise for contributions to im-
proved safety. The addition of alphanu-
meric identity, altitude read-out and com-
puted ground speed for aircraft targets
on radar displays now coming into use and
the potential for approach sequencing,
integration of display, and other features
will provide some basis for holding the
line on acceptable levels of safety as the
number and severity of high density traf-
fic areas increase. And the human con-
troller will be freer to provide a higher
standard of surveillanceand safety.

The computer appears to have a great
potential for expanding the scope of ac-
cident investigation. The ability to
store and selectively examine large masses
of historic data can lead to the identi-
fication of analagous situations and elu-
sive clues from other incidents which may
have a bearing on the cause of the sub-
ject investigation.

This same computer ability to provide
instant recall of selected data from mass
storage will be useful in exploring the
operations and maintenance history of air-
craft. This ability is currently in use
by the U. S. Coast Guard to provide an
instant display of all surface vessels
currently located in proximity to the site
of a possible emergency.

Computers are also proving to be in-
valuable in preparing for the introduction
of new aircraft by simulating their opera-
tions prior to delivery. Simulation of
enviromental factors such as meteorology,
navigation requirements, and air traffic
will illuminate the areas for attention
to maintain or improve existing levels of
safety.

A fast burgeoning area which shows
a strong trend for increased contribution
to flight safety in the future is flight
simulation and training in systems based
on the use of high speed digital computers.
The broadening capability of new digital
computer driven flight simulators pro-
vides a potential for greater scope and
realism in flight crew training. The
role of the simulator can be expanded to
that of an advanced "teaching machine"
to improve rather than merely check for
a level of proficiency with each exposure.

The computer will continue to estab-
lish itself in air transportation as the
unique solution which can reduce operating
costs and at the same time provide greater
safety.
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THE COCKPIT

Robert Buck
Airline Pilot

The certification of aircraft and contributions

by test pilots do not reflect sufficient realism of
the day by day problems faced by the working air-

line pilot operating on rigorous schedules.

The cockpit safety problems of today will be

aggravated by the increase in traffic, speed and
aircraft size in the 1970 - 80 period unless cor-
rective actions are taken. Not only design but
route assignment compose the problems. Admit-

tedly many of these observations are subjective.

Some of the problems may find solution, but
the slow progress of the past does not create
confidence that the 70 - 80 decade will show
dramatic change.

Today, after almost three decades of modern

air transport,cockpit stress results from the fact
that airplanes still burn after they crash, they
run into each other, people sustain crash injuries
that could have been prevented, and humans are
given aircraft to operate that invite human error.

In the cockpit,fatigue still effects safety. It
could be alleviated by tailoring the hours to the

specific demands of the route and its associated
infrastructure. The cockpit environment needs
improvement. Relief is needed from the glare

caused by high altitude flight. Lighting is inade-

quate to illuminate the work, excessive reflection
in windshields has not improved since the DC-3.

Cockpit seats are uncomfortable, originality is
lacking in their design. Has anyone ever con-
sidered a partial prone position, for example?

The mass of communications between cockpit

and ground should be reevaluated and reduced. In

its current primitive form it requires a crew
member to fumble with a microphone, :nake
numerous changes in frequencies, take notes,
receive and transmit at a rapid pace. Will this be
permitted to grow with traffic? Mistakes are
easily made and not easily noticed. A communica-

tions system which transmits information through
signal lights or automatic written means to the
aircraft--and the communications kept to a mini-

mum--would appreciably increase safety by
reducing distraction especially in congested areas

or during emergencies.

The picture of one crew member reading a
check list while the other looks at the items to be
checked reduces attention to search for other air-
craft and again distracts from efficiency in flying
the aircraft. The long check procedures must be 


reduced, controls should be designed so they can-

not be set improperly, with only a few simple go-

no-go indications required to be checked.

Paper work is voluminous. Hard to read
charts are used for navigation, company forms
must be filled out. In one case the Doppler devia-
tion is computed by the pilots and entered in three

different places in exactly the same manner. Who
looks out, and who double checks the other pilot
while one is doing all this? Certainly some serious

thought can reduce the clerk like cockpit paper work
and surely a pictorial display can replace the charts.

A device is long overdue to tell the pilot when
he is approaching the altitude he is cleared to or

when he is leaving it.

Must we be mentally blocked by the idea that
all traffic control must come from radar and the

ground via complex, error prone communications?
The pilot needs some form of traffic control and
collision avoidance display in the cockpit. Would
it not be possible to have an aircraft separation
indication in the cockpit so that two aircraft could
be cleared in the same air space to let them keep
their own separation? Surely aircraft crew mem-
bers and the art of electronics have the competence
to do this. Collision avoidance systems appear to
be in process. What will delay their implementa-
tion?

The aircraft itself does not adapt to the job of
traffic control. There is not sufficient speed con-

trol by air brakes or other means for the pilot to
comply with ATC's needs. The simultaneous
management of descent and speed reduction is

awkward. This ability must be designed into air-
craft. With this is needed a computer to tell the
pilot how he can best adjust speed within the time

period when called upon to do so.

ATC must be able to tell the crew in advance

his altitude, specific route and probable delay.
Under the present system long flights carry large
fuel loads to fit unknown ATC deviations. But even

with excessive fuel loads delays and re-routings
sometimes cut deeply into fuel reserves. The
present system then becomes a gamble--one that
pilots would rather avoid.

Attention needs to be directed to aircraft
stability, control and handling characteristics in
relation to specific phases of flight. Present jets
require control forces that are too high. Their
handling qualities are poor where needed most,
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during take off and landing. They land too
fast.

The present method of flying an airplane in
the approach area is old fashioned. The idea of
pushing the tail down to make the nose go up--
the flare--is antiquated when one experiences
Direct Lift Control enabling the wing's lifting
ability to change instantly without rotating the
aircraft. DLC offers precise glide slope control
and much improved ability to hit an exact touch
down point. It provides protection from sudden
deviation in flight path when passing through shear
conditions. Aircraft with DLC are more con-
trollable when descending during an instrument
approach in the wake of an aircraft just ahead, a
point people who wish to jam airplanes close
together on a runway often fail to consider or
realize.

To reduce crew apprehensiom ability to stop
aircraft must be accelerated for the 1970 - 80
era. Present runway incidents with their asso-
ciated delays and hazards should not be tolerated.
Runway surfaces, arresting hooks, better brakes,
tail parachutes, precise runway braking, friction
coefficient information for the pilot and other ideas
need to be effectuated, not just discussed. Current
attention to runway grooving is a step in the right
direction.

Instruments should be improved. Why must
glide slope control be a combination of instru-
ments? Is it impossible to put this information
in one instrument, with one indication? Why not
review the entire panel to see if it is possible to
find better instruments for the modern job?
Undoubtedly much exploratory research has been
done in this area. When will the results be found
in the cockpit? Is it an economic problem?

Most frightening to the pilot is fire after
crash, even after the most simple and gentle
crash. It is a fact, well substantiated by past
performance, that emergency evacuation methods
do not always perform as intended. Slide chutes
do not always work, exits are blocked by fire or
damage and humans can be expected to react at
their worst during the confusion of a crash with
smoke or darkness, or both.

There is no cure for this save one, do not
allow the fire to start! Technology promises this,
but the aviation community has not yet seemed to
realize the importance that must be placed on this
problem, the all out effort that must be made.
Surely the large aircraft of the immediate future
with the potential of hundreds of people being
burned to death must not be permitted. Fire pre-
vention is imperative before these aircraft fly!
Fire potential produces cockpit stress. The
captain bears responsibility for his passengers and
crew until they reach their destination safely.

Much effort is being expended to uncover the
feasibility of correcting many of the cockpit
problems outlined in this brief presentation.
Probably the greatest problem is to reduce the
time between the solutions and their implementa-
tion! Do it before the accident, not after,at
possibly greater expense.
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THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
TO AEROSPACE SAFETY

1970 - 1980

Ross A. McFarland, Ph.D.
Guggenheim Professor of Aerospace Health and Safety

Harvard School of Public Health
Boston, Massachusetts

I. Introduction and Statement of Problem

Accidents have been caused by inadequate
attention to well known human factors in detail
design of aircraft. This should be corrected for
the decades ahead. This brief paper portrays
items that deserve particular scrutiny.

A very promising approach for improving
efficiency and for preventing accidents in the
decade of the 1970's involves the integration of
the engineering and biological sciences in the
development of machines and equipment. It
became apparent during World War II that the
results expected from many complex machines
operated by men were not being realized. From
an engineering point of view the equipment was
more accurate, faster, and more durable than
previously. However, it failed to perform as
well in combat as during the development and
acceptance testing phases. Analysis of such
failures revealed that the requirements of the
machines with regard to sensory discriminations
or motor responses often exceeded the capabilities
of their human operators. Such a viewpoint
implies that the capabilities and limitations of
human operators should be fundamental con-
siderations in the design of machines. The
development of larger and faster jet aircraft will
require even greater attention to such variables.

In the design of displays or instruments, the
signals needed to supply the information required
by the operator should be based upon an under-
standing of the sense organs and of the character-
istics of human perception. Data on the range of
human body size are important for the overall
layout, seating, and location of controls. Body
sizes may be expected to change somewhat in the
years ahead. Information on biomechanics, that
is, range, strength and speed of movement, is
required for the proper design of controls.
Furthermore, the abilities of an operator are not
always at a maximum. He may be influenced by
fatigue, minor illness, poor motivation, or by
noxious features of his environment. (McFarland,
1960. )

A few examples may illustrate this point of
view. If an auditory warning signal is to be used
to indicate the malfunction of equipment, it would
be best to select a frequency band to which the ear
is most sensitive, and which lies below the fre-
quencies which older people hear poorly. If 


muscular "feedback", as well as vision, is impor-
tant the resistances in a power-steering system
should be related to information about human
"muscle sense". If two control knobs are located
close together on a console they should be designed
so that they can be readily differentiated to prevent
inadvertent operation of the wrong control. Simi-
larly, the seat provided the operator should be so
designed as to ensure maximum comfort and effi-
ciency and to prevent back strain and fatigue. Also
in the "Jumbo Jet" the free flow of passenger
traffic must meet the requirements of both normal
and emergency conditions.

H. The Design of Displays and Controls

A. Design of Displays to Prevent Errors

Accidents, or operational errors, often occur
because the man has misinterpreted, or was unable
to obtain information from his displays concerning
the functioning of the equipment. Displays are
usually visual in nature, though they may also be
auditory (i.e., warning bell rather than a warning
light). In jet aircraft of the future the implications
of an error are so great that very precise studies
must be made of how much can be automated and
how much can be relegated to the pilots. Experi-
ments show that underloading or overloading the
operator may increase the tendency to errors.

Any display or indicator, regardless of type,
must possess the following basic characteristics
if it is to be as nearly foolproof as possible:

It can be read quickly and in the manner desired;
i.e. , as a check, qualitative or quantitative display.

It can be read as accurately as is required (and
preferably no more accurately). (3) There is no
ambiguity or likelihood of gross reading errors.
(4) The information is provided in the most imme-
diately useful form and does not require mental
translation into other units. (5) Changes in value
are easy to detect. (6) It can be easily identified
and distinguished from other instruments. (7) The
information is as current as possible; i.e., lag is
minimized. (8) If inoperative, it either cannot be
read or the operator is properly warned. (9) When
applicable, the instrument indicates which control
to use, and in which direction to use it, when
changing its reading. (Baker and Grether, 1963:
McFarland, 1946, 1967).

Even experienced operators have difficulties
in correctly reading certain types of instruments.
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The conventional aircraft altimeter, for example,
is equipped with three pointers, each requiring
separate interpretation before the pilot can deter-
mine his altitude. Errors caused by this type of
instrument have been frequently reported by pilots
in confidential statements. Misreading of the
altimeter has been cited as the cause of aviation
accidents. Studies comparing the errors made in
reading the old and improved altimeters by both
novices and experienced pilots have shown that
the new design can be read much faster and with
far fewer errors.

It is interesting to note, in regard to check
reading a bank of dials, that if the pointers are
aligned horizontally the number of dials that can
be checked in a given period of time is increased
by a factor of eight. Also, alignment of the
pointers at the nine o'clock position is better than
at the three, twelve, or six o'clock positions.
The superiority of the nine o'clock position over
six or twelve relates to the fact that the eye can
scan much more efficiently in the horizontal
dimension than in the vertical dimension.

Even with good vision and excellent lighting,
including high contrast between target and back-
ground, the size of the target, or pointer, in
relation to the overall size of the instrument is
important. In one study, it was found that sub-
jects while watching one dial failed to report
one-third of the pointer signals. It was noted
that the line of sight was directly on the dial at
the instant the signal was given. The errors in
form identification were clearly related to the
width of the visual display in terms of degrees
from the fovea (Mackworth, 1967). What better
example could be given of "looking without
seeing," and in this case, of making an error
that was "built into" the design of the instrument?

In modern jet flying there may be unusual
environmental stresses due to the intensity of
light. For example, the influence of glare in
relation to rapid changes in altitude and cloud
formation must be anticipated. Flying in very
bright sunlight a pilot may descend so rapidly to
conditions involving relatively complete darkness
that visual adaptation does not occur quickly
enough. Although it is reported that take-off and
landings speeds might be reduced with future
aircraft, the cockpit configurations may place
limitations on the pilot's vision, or field of view.
Furthermore, the distance travelled in relation
to human response times must be kept within the
human limitations. These and many other prob-
lems must be anticipated and solved with the aid
of human factors engineering and sensory
physiology.

B. Design of Controls for Operational Effi-
ciency and Safety

The efficiency and effectiveness with which
controls can be operated depends upon the extent 


to which information on the dynamics of human
movement, or biomechanics, has been incor-
porated in their design. This is particularly true
whenever controls must be operated at high rates
of speed, against large resistances, with great
precision, or over long periods of time. Controls
should be designed therefore so that rapid,
accurate settings can be easily made without
error or undue fatigue. The relation of push
pull forces to lateral forces at the control wheel
deserves strict attention.

Since there is a wide variety of machine
controls ranging from the simple on-off action of
push buttons the very complex two-dimensional
graded effects, advance analysis must be made
of the task requirements to determine the suita-
bility of various controls for different purposes.
A considerable body of experimental evidence for
specific recommendation exists in this area.
(Provin.s, 1965). Some general first principles
may be applied to the design of machine controls
to eliminate error, accident and inefficiency are
as follows:

Determine the best kind of control for a
specific task, that is, foot or hand control, stick
or wheel, push button or toggle switch.

The direction of control movement should
always be in the expected direction, that is, up
or clockwise for on, right for movement to the
right, and so forth. Also, positioning for maxi-
mum force and speed must be considered.

The extent of control movement should
never exceed the range of movement of the opera-
tor and the amount of resistance should never
exceed the abilities of the weakest operator.

The size, shape and orientation of the
control should be compatible with maximum
operational efficiency and degree of precision
required.

Where necessary, controls should be
differentiated, as by shape, size, or color, to
prevent mistaken or inadvertent operation.

III. The Role of Anthropometry and Biomechanics  
in the Design of Equipment 


One basic approach to safety in man-machine
systems relates to the physical characteristics
and capabilities of the operator and to the design
of his working area. In order to carry out this
approach several different types of information
are needed; i.e., a description of the task, an
understanding of the kinds of equipment that will
be used, a description of those who will use the
equipment and, finally their biological character-
istics.

Static and Dynamic Anthropometric Measure-
ment. Two kinds of body dimensions, static and
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dynamic are pertinent to human engineering.
Static dimensions, taken with the subjects in
rigid, standardized positions, are easily obtained
and readily applied to equipment design. Dynamic
dimensions - those taken at work or in motion -
are more difficult to measure. For example,
functional arm reach is not a simple derivative
of anatomical arm length, but is a resultant of
interacting factors as shoulder height and breadth,
length of the several segments of the arm and
hand, and range of motion at the shoulder, elbow,
wrist, and fingers. Functional arm reach, there-
fore, changes with each position and movement of
the body, arm, hand, or fingers. (Damon, Stoudt,
and McFarland, 1963, 1966. ) Particular attention
must be given to the smaller and larger members
of each group of operators. Such information will
permit the engineer to define the outer limits of
the "space envelope" available for both pilots and
passengers.

An interesting example of the sometimes
critical role that body dimensions can play in
accident causation is afforded by a U.S. Navy
study that showed that "tall" pilots, i.e., those
over six feet, had a significantly higher rate of
involvement in jet aircraft accidents that would
have been expected on the basis of chance. Simi-
larly, "short" pilots, those below 5'9", had a
lower than expected accident rate. (Lodge, 1963)
As a result of this situation, a detailed human
engineering evaluation of cockpit dimensions was
undertaken, with special attention to the distri-
butions of body size of Naval pilots. From this,
an "Aircraft Utilization Code" was developed that
would permit the assignment of Naval aviators
only to aircraft in which they could be safely
accommodated in terms of their body dimensions.

Certain kinds of hand controls on automobiles
and military equipment have been designed in
such a way that although they can be operated
perfectly satisfactorily by the ungloved hand,
they can only be operated with great difficulty if
at all, by those wearing gloves.

IV. Summary

In general, from the standpoint of human
engineering, it is essential that the mechanical
design of equipment be compatible with the bio-
logical and psychological characteristics of the
operator. The effectiveness of the man-machine
combination can be greatly enhanced by treating
the operator and the equipment as a unified
system. Thus, the instruments should be con-
sidered as extensions of the driver's nervous and
perceptive systems, the controls as extensions
of the hands and the feet as simple tools. In
general, any control difficult to reach or operate,
any instrument dial of poor legibility, any seat
inducing poor posture or discomfort, or any un-
necessary obstruction to vision may contribute
directly to an accident.
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Writing comments on this subject is like
gazing into a crystal ball. We will be coument-
ing about aircraft that have yet to be built or
flown. However, the past is prologue in sone
ways and we can draw on past experienceto pre-
dict future performance.

1. Ground Support,Community,
and Airport EnvironmentProblems


Future fan-turbineengines for newer air-
craft, such as the larger tri-jet (Lockheed1011,
Douglas DC-10, and four-engineBoeing 747), will
be quieter yet provide greater thrust, and we
anticipate no new noise hazard problemswhich we
already have and which we are handling well if
ground support personnelwill wear hearing con-
servation devices when needed. Coomunity noise
problems can be handled with proper education
and toleration. Larger thrust power sources
planned for the SuperSonicTransport may need
helmet and chest protection for ground support
personnel unless "start" can be accomplishedin
an isolated area to which the aircraft is towed.
Lateral noise during the take-off roll may be a
problem. Overpressuresaffecting flight paths
due to sonic boom will probablybe our greatest
obstacle to overcome. Overpressuresof 2+ lbs/sq.
ft. have been toleratedby some communitieswith
daily exposure over long periods of time causing
little or no ill effects. Only time and trial
will solve this problem.

2. The Aircraft


1970-1980will be a period wherein primarily
larger aircraft carrying larger loads, both pas-
senger and cargo, flying as conventionallyas
today's jet, will be the rule. The exception
will be the SST--the Concorde, the U. S. Boeing,
and possibly the Russian version. Late in this
decade there may be an attempt to fly a hyper-
sonic jet at five to seven times the speed of
sound by ramjet propulsion,but this is a dream
to be realized. Because of world-wide usage,
all aircraft will be equippedwith non-toxic
automatic dispensers of dichlorvos (DDVP) for
disinsectization,approved by the World Health
Organization.

3. The Crew

No new medical requirementsor standardswill
be needed for the cockpit or cabin crew in the
larger sized conventionaljet aircraft. The same
applies for the SST crew. No increase in cockpit
crew is anticipated. Cabin attendant ratio to
passenger load will be about 1:25, perhaps 1:30+
in coach configuration. Considerationis being
given to below cabin deck cooking and catering
facilitiesdone by an in-flightchef, with eleva-
tor lift service to the cabin deck for food and
drink distribution. This may decrease the number
of cabin attendantsneeded. Because of larger
passenger loads more efficiencywill be stressed
to effect evacuation.

The SST Crew will need added personal pro-
tective equipment (pressurevests, etc.) during
the research and developmentphase, but not in
the operational aircraft. Radiation monitoring
will be a new crew task but will be aided by
cockpit instrumentation and radiation monitoring
stations world-wide. It is contemplatedthat the
flight plan of each SST trip will be computer-
ized and programmed into the aircraft before
take-off. Pre-flightcheck items and paper work
will be computerizedand automated. Excessive
ozone concentrationsno longer seem a problem
to both crew and passengersin supersonic flight.
This can be controlledby catalytic devices to
break up the 03 molecule in intake air heated
during compression.

4. The Passenger

The comfort and safety of the passengerwill
in many ways be enhanced and in some ways become
a problem with the advent of newer aircraft. The
enhancementwill be manifested in that there will
be plenty of room to move about and to attend to
personal needs and pleasures. However, plenty of
room also means more opportunityto be subject to
slips, tripping, and falling. Proper hand rails
or other objects to hold onto and compartmentali-
zation can solve this for both passenger and cabin
attendant. Because of the larger passenger load,
250-500, safety measures in loading and unloading
must be observed. Also because of larger numbers
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of passengerswith no medical selectioncontem-
plated aver and above what we have now, the
probability of acute illnesswill be increased
in flight. The possibility of an unscheduled
landing for medical reasons thus increases. To
avert this there is a possibility that a regis-
tered nurse who can "double" as a cabin attendant
supervising some special medical supplies and
instrumentsthat could be utilized by a passenger-
doctor aboard may be tried initiallyby some
carriers until experience proves whether or not
this is feasible. No contemplationis being made
by any carrier to have a resident physician
aboard. In the event of a landing for medical
reasons shortly after take-off,we are assured
that even in the SST there would be no problem;
no fuel would have to be dumped, and only an
"overweight landing" inspectionwould be neces-
sary.

With reference to pressurization,it will be
improved on what we have now in the larger sized
jets to come. In the SST it will be absolutely
mandatory that there be a "fail-safe"system of
pressurization. The PSI to do this will increase
from the present 8.0+ to 12.0+ in order to give
us a cabin altitude maximum of 7,500 feet with
an outside altitude of 70,000 feet. No comprom-
ise can be made here because all human life
ceases within a few minutes at that outside
altitude. Speed at mach 3.0 or thereaboutsis
not felt or realized by the passengerper se.
Small variations in aircraft attitude and direc-
tion will however be felt instantaneouslyand
must be reckoned with. Speed again will create
one problem and that is travel dysrhythmiaor
disruption of the physiologicaltime clock in
East to West and West to East flights, traversing
five time zones or more. North to South and vice
versa, when held within three time zones,will be
no problem. Those affected most will be the
elderly and those with illnesses on timed medica-
tion, such as the diabetic and the ulcer patient.

We have ways of combating travel dysrhythmia
and the carriers causing this must be honest and
forthrightwith the traveling public and educate
them properly. Proper hotel resting and eating
facilitieswith 'round-the-clockfood service of
multiple choices, i.e., breakfast at dinner time,
proper noise and light abatement facilities
should be provided.

On very short trips a business man at mach 3
travel could very well suffer no time disruption
on East to West and return flights in that he
could leave in the early morning, get to where
he is going before his local time, and return
in time for dinner, having put in a full busi-
ness day. The boon of decreased travel exposure 
time will also be felt by both passenger and
carrier.

In short, the two great problems of medical
concern regarding comfort and safety in the
1970-1980high density jet and SST will be
sonic-boom acceptance in the latter and travel
dysrhythmia in both. These are solvable but it
will take some doing.

We are not commenting on VTOL aircraftwhich
may become operational in 1970-1980,because they

are merely an extension of existing forms of air
transportation,namely, helicopter and conven-
tional aircraft.
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ENLARGEMENT OF THE AIR—SAFETY STATISTICAL BASE

Rcbert F. Dressler*
Professar, Graduate Engineering School,
The City University of Yew York

I. Introduction

One hears much now about the necessity
for caeL-effectiveness enalyses. first
,lence it might appe.r that such analyses
can immedirtely be applied to air-carrier

time of crash. These ere superimposed multi-
alicatively upon the basic random error in
the "fatal-aircraft-accident" sample.

safety, but unfortunately it is not possible As a point of departure for the statistics
,ow to do this to a significant extent. The to be needed in the 1970's, let us therefore
scarcity of air-carrier accidents, a most return to the concept of "all-aircraft-
fortunate fact in all other respects, ,ro- accidents". This now gives us as total data
hibits detailed analyses of short-term for all U•S• commercial air carriers about
cause-and-effect, especially when restricted 70 to 100 data samples per year, and about
to specific aircraft models or procedures double this for all ICAO states includpd. I
or design changes. Yet, such statistical have tried to show in previous studiesklt2)
studies :.ustultimately become the bLsis for that meaningful statistical analysis se-
e scientific approach to improving air quires that accidents first be divided into
safety. The alternative can be nothing more 3 seperate phases of flight (takeoff, cruise,
than intuitive judgments based upon exper- and landing), and preferably into 5 phases
ience and common-sense. The fact that such or more (counting climb and descent as add-
non-scientific methods have todate resulted itional phases). It is essential,to ascertain
in a vast improvement of air safety con- for each flight phase whether 211'generation
oared with several decades ago attests to jets are safer or more dangerous than the
the essentially good judgment of our aviatien 1st Feneration jets, and more specifically,
administrators and leaders throughout the what the relative safety trends are from
-arld. Neverthelees, one should not be con- year to year for individual aircraft models.
tent with this approach for the future if In the 1970's it will become all the more
more raationalmethods can be evolved to aid important to evaluate the safety of the 3rd
these judaments. generation jumbo jets relative to the earlier

II. Inadecuacy  ofPresent Data

Before discussing what is needed for fut-
ure statistics, I first make some criticisms
about the common statistical indices in use
now. In the first place, "aircraft-fatal-
acci6ents" or "aircraft-totally-destroyed"
should be abandoned as a basic inuex since
each is very much too scarce to permit re-
liable statistical inference. It becomes
less unreliable if one uses "all-aircraft-
accidents" for which the sample size of
data is much increased. For example, during
3 recent consecutive years, for a certain
broad aircraft category, there were 4,3,2
aircraft totally destroyed. Can one there-
fore reliably conclude that the risk de-
creased by 2:1 over this period? Certainly
not. Probability calculation shows that
there wrs almost a 50:50 chance that the
true risk may actually have increased. The
saaple size is too small for inference.
aecondly, present safety rates based upon
"ptrsenFer-fatalities", in spite of the
lan:er numbers involved, contain more sam-
aLinF error than the oreviousla mentioned
iralces because two extra random variables
l'ecomeinvolved: the capacity of the air-
craft, and the passenger load-factor at the

models. 7:Tow,if we attempt to isolate all
these multiple subcategories for the present
kind of datp we collect, it is obvious that
we get only zaro, or one, or perhaps two,
accidents per subcategory per year. With
such inadequate sample sizes, statistical
analyses and cost-effectiveness studies are
virtually impossible taken over short time
intervals of one or two years. Use of stand-
ard techniques ”.ithChi-square confidence
intervals for Poisson distributions indicates
that at least 15 or 20 sample events per
year would be required in order to permit
reliable detection of, say, a 20% trend with-
in a two-year period.

Enlargement of Definition for Data

From all this, one fact is clearly implied:
if we want to analyze air-safety data re-
liably and usefully, it will first be nec-
essary to increase greatly the sample size
with a new type of data, perhaps by a factor
of 100 or more. The straightforward way to
accomplish this is to enlarge the definit-
ional boundaries of the "accident" concept.
We will need A carefully formulated set of
definitions for a much broader concept of
accident, which we may call an "incident" or
more generally a "flir;htdisturbance". This
would include not only trivial accidents,

4:Ynr7erly:
Consultant to the Administrgtor, U.S. Federal Aviation Aiministration; and
Chief Research Scientist, The Swedish Aero. Research Institute
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but also near-accidents, malfunctions, errors,
;-nddisturbances both technical and aperat-
ional. By increasing in this way the total
sample size from about 200 per year to per-
haps 20,000 per year, analysts will be able
to apply their techniques to short-term prob-
lems rith high reliability tnd usefulness.
It is not my intention here to formulate
details of definition or organization for a
new system internationally for incident re-
porting. My present )urpose is only to em-
phasize the urgent need for some such scheme
to be adopted. Details can always be worked
out later -- When there is a Will, there is
always a Way!

Objections are often raised that it would
be impossible to maintain a reporting pro-
cedure for in-flight disturbances which walld
be complete, uniform, and objective. I believe
otherwise. This could be done as soon as all
the necessary Organizations realize fully
that their mutual self-interests require it.
It has come to my atto,ntionthat at least
one major airline is now actively developing
such a system within its own company. For
maximum utility, howaver, all airlines shwld
contribute into one huge data pool. An inter-
national exercise of this scope might ultim-
;tely be administered by ICAO, but we need
not wait for slowly moving diplomatic for-
malities to be completed. As an immediate
substitute, it might be started soon, admin-
istered jointly by the international pilots'
ar-ranization(I.F.A.L.P.A.) and the inter-
national airlines' organization (I.A.T.A.),
the former responsible for rigorous enforce-
ment among its own members of complete end
objective reporting, and the latter respon-
sible for processing and distribution of the
data, together with bona-fide auarantees
that no disciplinary measures whatever will
be directed against pilots who report, and
that individual airlines will be exposed to
no adverse publicity. There is already good
precedent for cooperative alliance between
I.F.A.L.P.A. and I.A.T.A.: for example, while
rorking in recent years with ICAO's North
Atlantic Systems Plaaning Group, I have seen
it amoly demonstrated that these two organ-
izations are earnestly cooperating to solve
technical problems of mutual concern

I am also aware that I.A.T.A. is now main-
taining its own "Incident & Accident Inform-
ation 7xchonge Group". Its reports, however,
are kept confidential and necessarily em-
phasize mostly maintenance faults rather
than all in-flight disturbances. Likewise,
on a vast scale within the U.S., the Federal
Aviation Administration has established at
Oklahoma City a mandatory reporting oper3tion
for both air carriers and general aviation;
this involves elaborate data processing and
remedial regulations concerning faults dis-
covered during maintenance checks. The bene-
fits of such operations as these are clenrly
enormous in preventing the occurrence of
many in-flight disturbances, incidents, and
accidents.

some -eporting procedure for those in-fliaht
disturbances which dc occur, which h-ve not
been prevented by rectification of mainte-
nance faults. Just suck a procedure is, for
example, already working successfully in the
Swedish Air Force. At the 1967 Internntiontl
Flight Sa;Qcy Seminar, Generil 7:osenius
described"Ja system functioning since 1962,
explaining that "The principle of UiF systea
is that any disturbance in flight, tecnical
or otherwise, must be reported by the crew".
This he calls "the disturbance reporting
system". A chief feature of this Swedish
system is that it strictly excludes disci-
plinary action against pilots who file
reports.

IV. Conclusion

More rational safety planning for commerc-
ial aviation in the 1970's requires adopt-
ion of some system to enlarge statistical
data to a useable size. 7nless this is done,
plans for better exploitation of air-safety
statistics will remnin only wishful think-
ing. The broadening of the data base will
require considerable effort, but it can,
amd should, be done. Commenting on the need
for a better effort in statistical analysis
of air safety, my friend Yr. Yajeeb Halaby,
formerly the Administrator of the U.S. Fed-
eral piation Administration, recently
wrotek4)rith his inimitable irony and humor,
"The calculus for risk and cost needs
exploration and articulation on a level at
least as high as for reaction to in-flight
television".
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